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”Two other megatrends that will determine
our activities in the coming decades are
sustainability and digitalisation. Damen
embraces these developments. It is our
ambition to become the most sustainable
and digital shipbuilder in the world.”

Arnout Damen
Chief Executive Officer
Damen Shipyards Group
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The year 2020 started with some
planned changes in the company’s
management. I took over the helm
from René Berkvens as chief executive
officer. This event was followed by the
appointment of two new Executive
Board members, as well as three
new members of the Supervisory
Board, later on. We strengthened
our governance considerably by the
establishment of a Supervisory Board,
a Risk Board (overseeing and assessing
the risks associated with new projects),
and the introduction of governance
rules and procedures in line with the
Damen Mark 2.0 programme.
The financial performance had been
ailing for some time. After getting into
financial heavy weather in 2019, early
in 2020 the entire world was hit by
COVID-19, impacting our business
hard with short term effects like travel
restrictions, organisational challenges
and delays in deliveries. The pandemic
came together with a historic drop in the
oil price, resulting in the perfect storm
for our company. It meant all hands on
deck at all levels of the organisation.
Rigorous measures had to be taken
to turn the tide. This included the
mitigation or termination of several
loss-making projects in order to regain
control and the execution of the cost
saving programme Closer to the Wind.
We had to make some painful decisions
"Our ambition is to become the most sustainable and digital

by downsizing our workforce and

shipbuilder in the world. Our future is emissions-free and

reorganising divisions.

connected. We will build our ships cradle-to-cradle and
operate them emissions-free."

Despite these measures and after the
record loss-making year of 2019, 2020
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A word from our CEO

was another year of heavy losses. Yet

and activities. Our contribution to their

our facilities are adapting. This can

despite the difficult course, there were

success can be in superior product

only be achieved if all employees and

also huge milestones we achieved

properties, in substantially lower

our supply chain are aligned with our

in the history of Damen. We noted

operating expenses, in more uptime

objective.

some remarkable achievements in the

or, increasingly, in the lowest possible

field of eco-friendly shipping, like our

ecological footprint of, for example,

We are committed to actively

first Electric Cutter Suction Dredger

emissions and underwater noise. This

cooperating to achieve the Sustainable

(ECSD) 650, the launch of the world’s

is now increasingly a condition for the

Development Goals of the United

first fully electric ship-handling tug

'license to operate'. Should pricing of

Nations. As an organisation, we are

of 70 tonnes bollard pull (RSD-E Tug

harmful effects be added in the future, it

focusing on seven goals, which,

2513) and the delivery of five zero

will also be counted directly in the OPEX

through our work, we have a direct

emissions propulsion ferries to Arriva

of a ship.

influence on: Sustainable Cities and

in Copenhagen. Other milestones

Communities, Responsible Production

included the fact that Damen Shipyards

Our strategy stands. This was

and Consumption, Climate Action, Life

Group's order book reached a company

conceived in 2019 and we have made

Below Water, Affordable and Green

record of 8 billion euros at year-end

the turnaround around since. We are

Energy, Decent Work and Economic

2020. The orders acquired included

going back to standardisation and

Growth and Industry, Innovation and

the construction of four F-126 frigates

serial construction in order to optimally

Infrastructure. Why is our focus so firmly

for the German Navy, an order for 40

apply the principles of sustainability,

fixed on a sustainable future? Because

LNG-powered inland vessels, and the

digitalisation and operational excellence.

at Damen we not only provide maritime

design and construction of the largest

The new organisation is in place and the

solutions that enable our customers

superyacht (120 metres) ever build in the

way up has started.

worldwide to be successful. We not only

Netherlands. In total, Damen delivered

deliver innovative ships that raise the

143 newbuild ships in 2020 and carried

We will keep on focusing on our core. In

standard in terms of safety, reliability,

out some 1,300 repair and conversion

the previous century, we revolutionised

efficiency and ease of use. More than

orders, amounting to a production

shipbuilding. Thanks to standardisation

this, in every aspect of our business the

volume of 1.8 billion euro.

we were able to supply our customers

next generation is our starting point.

faster with better ships. In the light
These successes show the robust

of the mega trends of our time, zero-

Above all, it remains important for all

resilience of our diversified company

emissions and digitalisation, the

employees to participate and play

and makes us confident that we will

importance of standardisation is only

their role. It must be a common effort,

overcome the temporary financial

increasing. It is not efficient to find new

because we all want to leave a positive

setback and steer the Damen Group

solutions for every ship to get them

impact on the world around us. Together

into safe waters in the years to come,

green and connected. Digitalising

we can do that and we will achieve our

starting as of 2021.

our platforms is a precondition for

goals for 2021.

achieving our goal to become the most
If we want to be successful, we must

sustainable shipbuilder in the world. In

ensure that our customers are more

our view, sustainability is not just about

successful than their competitors thanks

environmentalism, it is the balance

to our solutions. For our customers,

between people, planet, and profit. Of

Arnout Damen

a ship is a means to an end. A means

course, we make sure our products are

Chief Executive Officer

by which they can perform their tasks

up to the challenge, but we also ensure

Damen Shipyards Group
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Arnout Damen
Chief Executive Officer

“It’s not only that we are passionate about
sustainability. Our philosophy is based on
standardised shipbuilding. The relevance of this
model is only increasing as demand grows for
increased sustainability. The most efficient manner in
which to produce green ships is in series – applying
proven technological solutions. We’re well positioned
for this transition. We’re prepared for it. And we are
looking forward to meeting the challenges that lie
ahead.”

Marc
van Heyningen
Chief Operations Officer

“With our business model of supporting our clients
throughout the entire lifecycle of their vessels, we also
support sustainable operations. With our end-to-end
engagement and in-depth knowledge of our own
platforms we are able to constantly and consistently
apply our focus to ensure the best possible
performance of the vessel. Naturally this
encompasses efficiency. An operationally excellent
ship is a clean ship.”

8
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Jan-Wim Dekker
Chief Commercial Officer

“Our waters are going to gain importance in the
coming years. As the population of the world grows
we will turn increasingly to our seas and oceans to
provide us with food and energy, to conduct our
trade and for leisure and recreation. As a maritime
solutions provider our role is to enable our customers
to embrace the opportunities presented. However,
we also want to safeguard these opportunities for
the next generations. Therefore, our aim is to
support our clients in doing their work not only as
optimally, but also as responsibly as possible.“

Ronald
Suhlmann
Chief Finance Officer

“Sustainability for us is a broad term. Naturally, it
embraces environmental stewardship, but it also goes
further than this. It also means behaving responsibly in
all that we do. It’s about enabling our people to reach
their full potential. It’s about supporting the communities
in which we operate all around the world. And of course,
it’s about providing our clients with the means to
operate a business model that is both economically and
environmentally sustainable.”
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About Damen
Damen is a family owned business that stands for Fellowship,

In the previous century, we revolutionised shipbuilding with

Craftsmanship, Entrepreneurship and Stewardship. We believe

standardisation and serial production. More than ninety years and

that our oceans, seas, lakes and rivers offer humanity a growing

6,000 ships later, those pillars are unchanged. Their importance is

range of possibilities in terms of trade, food, energy and

only growing with the need for increased sustainability and

recreation. We provide maritime solutions to meet these

digitalisation. It is our aim to combine our proven standardisation

opportunities, through design, shipbuilding, ship repair and

with the innovations of digitalisation to become the world’s most

related services.

sustainable shipbuilder.

Core values
Fellowship.

Stewardship.

Cooperation. Team above individual.

Long-term focus. Sustainability.

One Damen. A family company.

Corporate social responsibility.
Family values.

Craftmanship.

Entrepreneurship.

Quality. State-of-the-art. Reliable

Client focused. Adaptable to change.

products, reliable organisation.

Inventiveness. Getting out and about.

A deal is a deal.

Thinking in opportunities. Providing
solutions. Delivering added value.

10
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Business principles

Mission

Purpose

By expanding our leading position in standardisation and serial

Seventy percent of the earth is made up of water. Water

construction in shipbuilding, we provide our clients worldwide

connects worlds and allows us to discover. To trade. To provide

with state-of-the-art maritime solutions to responsibly and

help. To produce food and generate energy. To relax and enjoy.

efficiently utilise the increasing possibilities in trade, food,

In order to ensure global prosperity for next generations and

energy and recreation that oceans, seas, lakes and rivers offer

keep the earth habitable with an ever-increasing world

to humanity.

population, it is essential that we use the water and the seabed
as optimally, but also as responsibly, as possible. At Damen, we

We are a family-owned business and stand for fellowship,

provide unprecedented maritime solutions to utilise and

craftsmanship, entrepreneurship and stewardship. In every

protect these possibilities.

aspect of our business the next generation is our starting point.

Vision
Damen Shipyards Group offers versatile platforms that enable

entire product life cycle: from design, engineering, construction

our customers worldwide to be successful. Inventive ships that

and maintenance to the recycling of our ships.

raise the standard in terms of safety, reliability, efficiency, ease
of use and sustainability. In fact, we want to become the most

We do not build our ships alone, but together with an extensive

sustainable shipbuilder in the world. Our ambitions lie in

network of maritime partners worldwide. As a main contractor,

circularity and zero-emission sailing. Digitalising our platforms

we are system integrators par excellence. That’s why we firmly

is a precondition for achieving the latter. In the previous century,

believe in the power of sharing. It means that we also use our

we revolutionised shipbuilding. Thanks to standardisation and

craftsmanship to build platforms at production facilities that

serial production, we were able to supply our customers faster

are not ours. In this way, through knowledge transfer, we not

with better ships. More than ninety years and 6,000 ships later,

only contribute to better, safer and more eco-friendly ships,

those pillars are unchanged. Their importance is only increa-

but also to sustainable local development and prosperity.

sing in the light of zero-emission and digitalisation. It is not
efficient to find new solutions for every ship to get them

As a family business, we operate independently of stock prices

green and connected.

and hypes. Our playing field is the world. Our horizon is the
long term. We firmly believe in fellowship, but also in the

Based on our vision of circular, cradle-to-cradle, building, we

strength of the individual. Each colleague is focused on

offer Ship-as-a-Service concepts, in which clients pay for use

ensuring truly satisfied clients and making our contribution to

and not for ownership. In this way we keep control over the

a better world for the generations to come.
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Strategy in brief on sustainability,
digitalisation and operational excellence

Sustainability
Sustainability is about creating added value for economical,

•

societal and environmental purposes. Embracing sustainability

growth through eco efficiency and good working conditions,

will ensure our growth and that we remain a role model in the
industry.

Our yards need to align their way of working, generating
while pursuing their engagement with local communities.

•

Sustainable solutions will determine the future of the

Our sustainability strategy is based on three pillars:

maritime market. Our innovative solutions will support our

•

Moving sustainability from the realm of compliance to that

customers' goals. By standardisation, collaborating on

of a key driver of performance and innovation, requires

technology development and strategic sourcing we will be

imbedding it deeply into the core of our organisation,

able to define the sustainable ship of the future, working

through commitment, open communication and reliable

towards a future where zero emissions and cradle-to-cradle

reporting.

is the norm.

Digitalisation
As a digital solution provider Damen will claim a role in the after

Even more importantly, this will enable us to support clients

sales market by translating our design data and know-how into

throughout the lifetime of their vessel by delivering services

advisory and supporting services. We will leverage our

and performance upgrades to maximize its effectivity and

know-how by translating it in a digital asset, 'the digital twin’ of

profitability. This way, both clients and Damen will benefit from

our real-life vessel. A digital twin is connected to a real vessel

the vessel's earning potentials throughout its lifetime.

which becomes a so-called ‘smart ship’.

We will enter a new business model. The opportunities,

This smart ship will perform to its maximum design limits.

objectives, activities and how we plan to achieve our goals are
defined in our business plan.

Operational excellence
Continuous improvement, constant quality and focus on

Operational excellence represents benefits for all of us. It is

efficiency over the complete value chain will become the norm

about making it easier to sell, design, procure, build, deliver,

within Damen. It is our goal to grow towards a becoming a

service and so on. Over the coming year we want to increase

process driven organisation, that maximises client value and

predictability and control throughout the organisation. New tools

minimises waste. We will also monetise the unexplored

will help this process, but the most important change we have to

economies of scale and synergies that lie within the Damen

make is creating the right mindset. Standardisation has to be

group of companies.

reinvented to monetise our true potential.
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Key figures 2020

Production value

Repair & Maintenance jobs

1.8

Over:

billion EUR

Companies

Total:

70

32
International: 38
The Netherlands:

1,300

Shipyards

Total:

36

Newbuilding yards:

20

Repair and Conversion yards:

16

Delivered ships

143

Since 1969: over

6,500

Markets served

14

Tugs / Workboats

High Speed Craft & Ferries

52

30

Offshore vessels

Yachts

2

6
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Employee overview
Number of employees 2020 (2019)

12,500 (13,150)
Employees by gender

Employees by origin

Employees by contract type
Temporary 5%

Female 15%

Male 85%

Non local 8%

Permanent 95%

Employees by workspace

3,750
Other 8,750

The Netherlands

Local 92%

Hours of training

Students in head office

Students that have been
offered a starter job

25

51

22%

per employee

(64)

(26%)

Pontoons & Barges

Defence & Security

10

30

Dredging & Specials

13

We refer to our website for up-to-date information
on our market position, offerings, financial
performance and corporate governance.
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Global presence
Yards & Companies
Angola
Damen Services Luanda

Argentina
Damen Area Support South America
Australia
Damen Services Brisbane
Bahamas
Damen Services Nassau
Bangladesh
Damen Services Dhaka

Mozambique
Damen Services Beira

SERVICE HUB

SALES OFFICE

SERVICE HUB

SERVICE HUB

SERVICE HUB

Brazil
Damen Services Rio de Janeiro
Canada
Damen Services Victoria (BC)

SERVICE HUB

SERVICE HUB

China
Damen Area Support Shanghai SALES OFFICE
Damen Marine Components Jiangyin COMPONENT FACTORY
Damen Shipyards Changde SHIPYARD
Damen Trading Suzhou SALES OFFICE
Damen Yichang Shipyard SHIPYARD
Curaçao
Damen Services Curaçao SERVICE HUB
Damen Shiprepair Curaçao SHIP REPAIR
Djibouti
Damen Services Djibouti

SERVICE HUB

SERVICE HUB

Nigeria
Damen Services Port Harcourt
Norway
Damen Shipyards Stavanger
Panama
Damen Services Panama

SERVICE HUB

SALES OFFICE

SERVICE HUB

Poland
Damen Engineering Gdańsk ENGINEERING
Damen Marine Components Gdańsk COMPONENT FACTORY
Damen Shipyards Gdynia SHIPYARD
Damen Shipyards Koźle SHIPYARD
Qatar
Nakilat Damen Shipyards Qatar

SHIPYARD

Romania
Damen Shipyards Galați SHIPYARD
Marine Engineering Galați ENGINEERING
Damen Shipyards Mangalia SHIPYARD SHIP REPAIR
Van der Velden Romania SALES OFFICE
Russia
Damen Engineering St. Petersburg

ENGINEERING

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Damen Services St. Vincent SERVICE HUB
Singapore
Damen Schelde Marine Services Singapore

Turkey
Damen Shipyards Antalya

SHIPYARD

Ukraine
Marine Design Engineering Mykolayiv

ENGINEERING

COMPONENT FACTORY

France
Damen Shiprepair Brest SHIP REPAIR
Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque SHIP REPAIR

Damen Services Singapore SERVICE HUB
Damen Shipyards Singapore SHIPYARD SHIP REPAIR

Germany
Van der Velden Barkemeyer ENGINEERING
Indonesia
PT. Damen Schelde Indonesia SALES OFFICE

South Africa
Damen Shipyards Cape Town

Jamaica
Damen Services Jamaica
Kenya
Damen Services Kenya

16

SERVICE HUB

United Arab Emirates
Albwardy Damen - Dubai SHIPYARD SHIP REPAIR
Albwardy Damen - Fujairah SHIP REPAIR
Albwardy Damen - Sharjah SHIPYARD SHIP REPAIR
ENGINEERING

SHIPYARD SHIP REPAIR

Damen Services Dubai

SERVICE HUB

SERVICE HUB

Sweden
Damen Oskarshamnsvarvet Sweden

United States of America
Damen Area Support North America

SERVICE HUB

Trinidad & Tobago
Damen Services Trinidad & Tobago
SERVICE HUB
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SALES OFFICE

SHIP REPAIR

SERVICE HUB

Vietnam
Damen Song Cam Shipyard
Damen Services Song Cam

SHIPYARD
SERVICE HUB

Concordia Damen Shipbuilding

SHIPYARD

Damen Anchor & Chain Factory
Damen Civil & Modular

Damen Dredging Equipment

Started and stayed
in the Netherlands

COMPANY

COMPANY

Damen Green Solutions

SHIPYARD SALES OFFICE

COMPANY

Damen Maaskant Shipyards Stellendam
Damen Marine Services

Damen Marine Components Netherlands
Damen Schelde Marine Services
Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam

SHIPYARD

SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Harbour & Voyage
Damen Shiprepair Harlingen

Damen Shiprepair Rotterdam

SHIP REPAIR
SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen

SHIP REPAIR

ENGINEERING

Damen Shipyards Den Helder

Damen shiprepair & conversion yard
Damen Technical Cooperation / Business Cooperation			

SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shipyards Gorinchem (HQ)
Damen Shipyards Hardinxveld
Damen Trading & Chartering

Damen Service Hub 		

Damen Verolme Rotterdam

Damen company

Damen Winch Technology

Offices, engineering, parts manufacturer, etc.

Damen Yachting

SHIP REPAIR

SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf

Damen Shipyards Bergum

COMPANY

COMPANY

Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding

Damen newbuild yard

SHIPYARD SHIP REPAIR

COMPANY

SHIPYARD

ENGINEERING

SALES OFFICE SERVICE HUB

SHIPYARD

COMPANY

SHIP REPAIR

COMPANY

ENGINEERING

SHIPYARD

Niron Staal Amsterdam

SHIPYARD
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Damen
sustainability
roadmap
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Our ambition
and strategy
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The significance of sustainability
Damen needs to contribute to a sustainable

but also to our local suppliers and partners. We can

future, and can do this in many ways, but only if

achieve our goals as we have the proper governance

the group is profitable and healthy. Then the

in place. We have clearly articulated guidelines and

profits that we make can be utilised to develop,

processes detailing everything from how to conduct

train and grow. We have a significant presence in

business and health, safety and envionment protocols

some highly developed areas of the world where

for workers to environmental protection and much

the manufacturing industries need support and a

more.

solid foundation. Even in the centre of
Amsterdam, we are one of the last companies to
still be fabricating and making products in an area
where most of the employment is in offices.
We have moved some of our manufacturing
capabilities to countries like Romania, Vietnam and
Turkey. It is necessary to remain competitive, but we
also support the communities and encourage
sustainability in these countries as we don’t only bring
work, we bring our values. These include fair wages,
freedom of employment, good working conditions,
education opportunities, training on the job. We are
also active in supporting the communities via training
and generally nurturing feelings of self-worth through
the acquisition of knowledge and skills.
Damen’s outreach applies not only to our employees

“Sustainability is not just about having a licence
to operate, it’s a strategic goal and one that is the
cornerstone of the future of Damen. We believe that it
is essential for being a contender in the market and for
supporting our growth. This is because we see our
clients focusing on sustainability, we are getting more
requests from the market for sustainable products and
we see it happening across society. I believe that Damen,
as a family owned business that is people oriented and
one that wants to play a responsible role in society, is
doing the right thing by contributing and playing its part
in the transition.”

Marc van Heyningen | Chief Operations Officer
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The sustainability context
Following the adoption of the Paris Agreement, around the

years diversified into renewable energies of all types and see it

world there has been a significant acceleration towards

as a core part of their strategies.

creating a cleaner maritime environment. Government
regulations relating to emissions are strengthening. These

Other interesting developments that may offer opportunities

measures are designed to achieve a pivotal point for the

to Damen in the future include the possible introduction of

maritime world as well as the wider economy as clean energy

charging vessels positioned at sea to ‘refuel’ smaller vessels.

becomes financially viable and the move away from fossil

The transition to cleaner fuel is also being accompanied by

fuels becomes unstoppable for a broad range of vessels

the design of more efficient vessels that require less energy to

operations.

move them through the water and so require smaller propulsion
plants. This will make them even more sustainable. New

Clarity regarding the dominant fuels of the future (methanol,

business models are being formed that include new kinds of

ammonia, hydrogen, batteries, etc.) has yet to be achieved.

entities. Companies with technical solutions are joining forces

There is no “silver bullet” for the entire maritime industry.

with leasing companies to supply energy as a service rather

Each vessel operation (or operational profile) will have its

than a product, for example by leasing containerised batteries.

own best fuel and propulsion, so it is realistic to assume a mix

This is a business model that Damen is currently exploring.

of alternative fuels will be used in the years ahead. Damen
believes that forward compatibility and vessel modularity

Raw material prices have risen sharply recently and there

strategies are essential to ensure we can deliver long-lasting

has been much discussion on how to respond to this but with

vessel solutions to our clients by reducing the risk of building

conclusions reached yet. It is a trend that affects the entire

vessels with – soon to be – outdated technologies.

maritime industry, but there has so far been no move towards
a pivotal change. Composite materials are not suitable for all

The cost of batteries is falling rapidly while performance (high

vessels due to price and strength constraints, but an internal

energy density) in increasing, so hybrid configurations are

development programme is underway focusing on long term

becoming increasingly interesting, but it is also becoming

product planning that takes into account the external market

technically feasible to have a full battery solution on board (as

requirements (2030) and the potential technical readiness of

evidenced by the fully electric RSD-E Tug 2513). This technology

new solutions. The results will contribute to an internal product

can also be incorporated into other types of vessels, and they

strategy and the development of a roadmap for meeting client

are being considered for use in more challenging environments

requirements in the future. Alternative propulsion and digital

such as offshore wind operations where battery powered

solutions (e.g. automation or un-crewed vessels) also have the

support vessels could be recharged on site. This would be

potential to impact on reduced emissions. This will include the

implemented in partnership with the offshore wind industry.

consideration of alternative materials and hull forms. Client
requirements are expected to change dramatically in the future

All these trends have great potential, but the only way to raise

and this will also affect sustainability.

them to the next level is in partnership with other organisations.
Helpfully, access to finance is becoming easier as investors

There are other interesting discussions ongoing with start-ups

desert fossil fuels in favour of sustainable solutions. Being

focusing on clean energy and innovative processes for the

able to offer financing packages to customers delivers real

maritime sector. The majority of the start-ups are focused on

added value to the sustainable business case.

sustainability and the use of digital solutions.

The energy transition has started, with a global move toward

The big advantage of digital solutions is that they can increase

renewables. Existing clients, especially those in the energy

operational efficiency and save a lot of carbon without any

sectors including conventional oil and gas, have in the last few

changes needed to the hardware.

22
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Our material topics
Our sustainability strategy has been formed around the material

the participants asked to give a rating from non to very relevant.

topics that were identified in a materiality analysis. For this report,

As the survey was fully anonymised, all stakeholders had the

an online assessment was carried out, inviting input from over

same weight in the results which were presented to the Executive

500 participants including employees from all levels, customers,

Board. The significant materiality topics serve as input to our

suppliers, investors, NGOs and local communities. The topics

sustainability strategy and our approach to those topics is given

assessed were selected using the previous materiality matrix,

in this report.

social media analysis and results of the context analysis. The
selected topics have been presented to the Executive Board and

The materiality matrix presented hereunder shows the relative

approved by the CEO prior to distribution to our stakeholders. In

importance of each topic. It is our intention to review this

the survey, a complete definition of each topic was provided and

materiality matrix every two years.

Material issues within the value chain and product lifecycle

Materiality matrix Damen Shipyards Group

Very relevant

Business Integrity
Green Innovation and Product Design
Resource Efficiency and Product Lifecycle
Waste

Sustainable Sourcing

Transparency,
Trust and Reputation

Risk Management

Product Safety and Quality

Corporate Governance

Innovations

External stakeholders

Life Below Water

Employee
Development

Energy transition
Emissions
Legal compliance
(Local) Suppliers
Partnerships
Market Position

Employee Rights
Diversity
Health and Safety

Transport

Relevant

Equal Opportunity
and Well-Being
Indirect Economic Impact

Relevant

Main focus (included in the report)
Included in the report
Not included in the report

24

Water and Effluents
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Internal stakeholders

Circular economy
Human rights
Environmental management
Employees rights, Health & Safety
Innovation

Very relevant

Business practices
Society
Quality

Framework for sustainability
Value creation
Our operational excellence business model (based on
continuous improvement and learning) is at the foundation of
our way of working. Certified ISO 9001, 45001 and 14001, it
helps us prevent negative impact while ensuring we are leaving
a positive imprint on the world around us.

Resources supporting
value creation

Value provided
by the Damen Group

Business model

Human
•

•

12000+ committed,
multicultural and talented
employees

Our purpose
To become the most sustainable shipbuilder in the world

Expanding knowledge
and competencies at
all levels

Providing innovative
solutions and services that
actively contribute to
reducing environmental
impact and increasing the
use of renewable energy.

Expertise and know-how
•

Advanced methods and
technologies

•

Inhouse Research &
Development

•

Partnership for innovation

Market
Proposition

Sales

Services
Extended global network
•

Solid supply chain with
local and international
ramifications

•

Collaboration with
business partners

Manufacturing foundation
•

Production or repair
facilities owned or in
partnership with
DTC concept

•

Engineering offices

Environmentally
responsible

Testing &
commissioning

Economically
in control

Design
& Proposal

Socially invest

Production

Developing engaged
employees and
partners who support
sustainable growth.

Ethical business conduct,
with respect for human
rights and diversity.

Engineering

Financial
•

Stable privately owned
company

•

Customer finance services

Technology
development

Stakeholder relationships
•

Stakeholder engagement

•

Code of Conduct

Produce

Service

Repair – Refit
– Upgrade

Financial
services

Safe and healthy working
conditions for our
employees, partners and
customers with respect for
the environment.

Our Values
Natural resources and Energy

Entrepreneurship

Positive impact on local
community where we
operate, provide clean
vessels and service.

Fellowship

Craftmanship

Stewardship

By delivering value to all our stakeholders, we will contribute to
global sustainable growth and enhance our corporate values.
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Our strategy on sustainability is based
on three pillars
In the beginning 2020, a new role was created within Damen with the objective of
creating an effective CSR strategy, embedded across the business and aligned with
the overall corporate strategy of Damen.
To determine our strategy, it was important to work in close cooperation with internal
and external stakeholders and define why sustainability is not only something that we
want, and something we have in our genes, but it is also something we must do. We will
need to invest in sustainability to ensure future regulatory compliance of our operations
and solutions, to better serve our customers and financial partners by defining our long
term strategy, and to stay an attractive employer in adopting sustainable behaviou r we
will above all be aligned with our core values as a family owned company that focuses on
the next generation. We want to have a positive impact on the world, and we actually can.

Sustainability embedded in the

Sustainable operations

organisation

Design for sustainability (sustainable
maritime solutions)

Only with a strong governance structure

Looking at our activities and how to

Designing sustainable maritime solutions

and employees committed to our strategic

make them more sustainable was

has always been part of Damen's
strategy. We design, build, service and

pillar can we achieve sustainability.

also part of the process. Through

A new governance structure, that is better

our shipyards but also via our local

repair vessels that will stay in operation

aligned with our objectives, was set-up and

operations we can have a positive impact

for over 30 years. Therefore, integrating

internal communication developed in order

on society and the environment. It was

the latest technologies with a focus on
energy and emissions reduction comes

to ensure all Damen employees know what

important to identify those aspects

sustainability is, why we work towards it

and set a direction that will allow us to

naturally. Our innovative solutions will

and the role they have to play. All within

limit our negative footprint and further

support our customers' goals and through

Damen need to understand that we will

enhance our positive participation. As

standardisation and collaborating on

align our efforts to make a positive impact.

we are active in so many countries, we

technology development and strategic

We also needed to organise this effort in a

have a lot of opportunities to make a

sourcing we will be able to define the

framework that can be used for disclosure

difference, and we want to seize those.

sustainable ship of the future, working

and transparency, and to monitor our

By bringing economic activity along

toward a future where zero emissions and

efforts and ensure that we are all moving in

with a company culture that promotes

circularity is the norm.

the right direction.

safe working conditions together with
opportunities to learn about and develop
respect for the environment, we are
able to pass these values on to our
employees, contractors and customers.
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Framework for sustainability

Damen had already adopted some of the Sustainable
Development Goals set out by the United Nations but, with our
new strategy, we have now fully integrated them with our
strategy and performance indicators. This report is built around
our sustainability strategy and defined pillars, with a link to the

Laure Jacquier
Group Sustainability Officer

Sustainable Development Goals to which we feel we can
positively contribute.

Commitment

Su
st
em aina
bi
b
o rg e d d e l i t y
an d in
isa
tio the
n

Embedded framework for
disclosure of sustainability
performances
Central target monitoring,
100% reliable reporting

Contribute to:

Zero emissions

Sustainable
operations

Zero incidents

D A M E N S H I P YA R D S G R O U P

Goal: the most
sustainable shipbuilder
in the world

Community engagement

Contribute to:

Design for
sustainability
Cradle to cradle

Contribute to:

Innovations

Design for zero emissions
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Commitment of all Damen employees
Sustainability, in its broader sense, is something that concerns all Damen
employees. From good governance to individual commitment, we believe that
it is important that there is a clear direction throughout the organisation while
individuals get the opportunity to do what is close to their hearts. The
strategic theme of sustainability is placed directly under the chief executive
officer who overseess all aspects of it, both in our products and processes.

Yachting

Mid-Sized Vessels

The drive for sustainability at Damen Yachting is centred

It was a very difficult start to the year for MSV with almost no

around three of the UN’s SDGs: Life Below Water (14),

orders coming in. Not only did the pandemic bring much

Responsible Consumption and Production (12) and Gender

business activity to a halt, but there is also the added

Equality (5). For a product that is all about enjoying the sea, the

complication that many customers are waiting to see what the

life that lives within it is an important part of the experience and

next developments are going to be in propulsion systems. The

is valued by the owners of the yachts that Damen builds.

big questions are, when will the energy transition get going and
when will be the right time to invest?

As a manufacturer, the goal of responsible consumption and
production is also important and an area where Damen

To ensure that the division and its 4,000 employees can

Yachting can continue to make progress. With a high

weather the storm a range of actions are being taken. A new

percentage of the production process subcontracted it is vital

operational system is being implemented and part of getting it

to work with the suppliers to achieve this and it can be

right is determining exactly what MSV is and what it does.

challenging, but progress is being made in encouraging them
to become more sustainable. From the consumption

Needless to say, the yards are the cornerstones of the division

perspective, Damen Yachting is seeking to involve the owners

and indeed the whole group. Many of them have already

and empower them to make more informed decisions about

completed improvement programmes. In Galati the entire

how their yachts can be designed, built and equipped to be

organisation has been restructured and the footprint reduced

sustainable. The division has been working with the Water

with the goal of maintaining the same output within a smaller

Revolution Foundation and other yards in the sector to

space. This makes it much more sustainable. Other

develop a tool that will assess the potential environmental

environmental benefits will come from this with less

impact of a yacht throughout its lifecycle.

transportation needed, shorter waiting times and other
efficiencies.

Owners of luxury yachts tend not to publicise their activities,
but an increasing number also contribute to wider society by,
for example, using their yachts for scientific research and
supporting disaster relief.
The third SDG, gender equality, is also a big focus for
Yachting. The management team has reached 50/50 male to
female and there is work being done elsewhere in the
organisation to raise female participation.
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Workboats

It helps to have a long-term vision when it comes to setting

Damen’s workboats division was formed in 2019, but of course

development budgets. It gives a frame of reference – does

Damen has been building workboats and high speed craft for

something new contribute to the vision or not? Damen has

many years. Forming the division however was an opportunity

always been sustainable, especially when it comes to the yards

to take a fresh look at its operations and plan for the future. At

and the communities in which they are situated.

the end of 2019 the strategy was announced as achieving zero
emission versions of all its vessels by 2030, an objective fully

Yard management focusses on optimally running the yard with

aligned with that of the Damen Group as a whole.

all local colleagues, and also collaborating with all other Damen
teams to achieve the best results.

Operational excellence is very much the name of the game at
workboats, with sustainability and digitalisation two key

Damen also values cooperation between its yards, which

elements of that. Sustainability is viewed in the broadest terms,

benefits everyone. It also pays attention to the pay, health care

extending to the resilience of the business model and the

and schooling of its employees and their families. It takes its

management of key relationships as well as responsible

responsibility as a good employer seriously, and pays

stewardship of the environment.

particular regard to local circumstances.

Being committed to sustainability can also be quite daunting

Damen, as a family company, has always placed a value on how

given the challenges that the world faces, and shipbuilding is

it treats its employees, suppliers, the communities in which it

not generally viewed as a clean industry. It takes courage and

operates all over the world, and its many stakeholders.

creativity to step up to the challenge. So, by 2030, Damen

Sustainability is all about taking care of each other and making

Workboats aims to have zero-emissions versions of all its ship

things right.

types. It realises that not all markets are ready for the new
technologies that will be needed so it will continue to offer
conventional propulsion systems, but promote clean
alternatives for all its standard workboats.
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Framework for sustainability

Services

Maritime Ventures

The key to sustainability is local sourcing. Damen's objective is

Maritime Ventures has evolved rapidly since it was first formed

to reduce the number of international flights by hiring local

in 2019 and now has around twenty small companies in its

engineers. Not only is this more sustainable, it also contributes

portfolio, covering a wide range of maritime activities. It acts

to industrial participation programmes as Damen is flowing

like an investment group, representing the interests of its

money back into its host countries. There is still a lot of travel

shareholders and taking a long term view of strategy and

by field service engineers, but the long term goal is to reduce

operations as well as providing funding.

this substantially.
With commercial factors driving the energy transition this is not
Damen is making more use of local crew as well. In 2020

controversial and a number of Maritime Ventures’ companies

Vietnamese crew delivered vessels to Jamaica and

are working on associated projects. In 2020 the use of

Bangladesh. Talks are now underway with Damen Song Cam

methanol was being explored by several of our companies, with

Shipyard about using Vietnamese seafarers on a regular basis

Concordia Damen a front runner in exploring its potential.

instead of those based in Europe. This will contribute to local

Damen Marine Components also reviewed its strategy with a

redistribution of revenue, but also limit the number of

view to maximising vessel performance using energy saving

international travels.

devices to lower fuel consumption.

Other initiatives include training crews to sail their ships at

For Damen Maritime Ventures, sustainability is a strategic

economical speeds while raising their awareness of CO2 and

theme and so is a standard agenda item that is raised at every

climate. Operations support has also been taken up more

management meeting with each company.

broadly and this continues to be a priority.
Some of the companies have introduced initiatives of their own.
The introduction of remote training and assistance grew in

DS Marine Services came up with Young Damen Connecting –

importance during 2020, with the introduction of glasses for

a project aimed at young Damen employees to assist them in

remote viewing. Training was possible using remote simulators

identifying opportunities for them within the group, and also to

and instructors with cameras. The next stage will be to expand

consider new ways of making group products more sustainable

this and link the simulators together to give a really clear view

as well as the company itself. The view is that this must be

of what is happening. Of course, training in real life remains

done now to ensure that the company has a long-term future

necessary but simulators save on travel, are completely safe,

and is more important than short-term profitability. Preparing

provide good training and allow opportunities to experiment,

for the energy transition and reassessing if the building

pause and explain. Through refit, Damen Services is also

locations and the product/market combinations are right are

supporting the longevity of existing platforms (refer to

all part of this.

gyrostabilisers later in this report).
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Naval

Damen Naval is continuously investing in research and

There is no sustainability without a defence and security

technology, improving the performance of our vessels. We are

industry. At Damen Naval we share the increasing concern that

working with our partners to develop a vessel that will be

the defence sector is being seen as incompatible with ESG

compliant with anticipated future regulations. Noise and

investment criteria. This can restrict the access that

vibration are areas in which we have experience and we have

companies in our industry can have to finance, including loans,

been supplying silent propulsion systems for a long time based

capital markets and insurance.

on a hybrid electric solution for use at low speeds. Our
defence customers are now requiring higher speeds using

We are of the firm view that the European defence sector has a

electrical propulsion which will be much more fuel efficient,

vital role to play in maintaining the security of Europe’s citizens

more manoeuvrable and still silent. This will also have

and of its society as a whole. Moreover, having such an

applications in the commercial industry sector and indeed

industry allows us to be self sufficient when it comes to

Damen Naval has built many research vessels over the years

ensuring that our law enforcement and security agencies have

that require silent or near-silent running. Other potential

the state-of-the-art equipment they need to keep us all safe. It

spin-offs from our naval development programmes include

also makes a valuable contribution towards the maintenance of

advances relating to submarines, including battery

a vibrant European industrial ecosystem and supports many

development.

highly skilled jobs.
Naval firmly believe that the security and defence industry is
indispensable for a sustainable society in an unpredictable and
uncertain world. It enables our governments to ensure security,
itself the basis for all sustainability, and it contributes positively
to a sustainable economy by providing synergies with civil
sectors.
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Young Damen

The younger generation is also committed to
sustainability, and takes the lead in their own
work and their private life.

The environment
SUStainability (ESUS) initiative is very important. We need to

to rockwool. We need to identify many other similar

do more for this in Damen and the Sustainability Week has

opportunities. Even small changes have make an impact.

played an important role in raising awareness. Awareness of
the importance of sustainability is new in our industry, but

We also need to encourage people to integrate sustainability

progress has been made in the time that I have worked here.

into their work and for that they need to be motivated.

For one thing, it is not a generational issue anymore. Everyone

Sustainability can often lead to animated discussions, but they

is aware now about the changes that are happening in the

are quite literally healthy discussions. One technique is the

world around us and we need to understand why it is

implementation of Genius Hours; taking just two hours a week

happening. I feel really personally invested in this movement.

to discuss new ideas and how they can be integrated into the
workplace.

Small steps are important. It is better to do something rather
than nothing at all. For example, insulation makes up only 5%

Renaud Gaudel | Young Damen

of a ferry, but we have been looking at sustainable alternatives

Nicholas Grendel
Design & Proposal Engineer
Damen Yachting
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“Sustainability within the yachting industry only came into
focus in recent years so it is a field that offers great
opportunity. Being able to bring out my own input and
together with enthusiastic colleagues, implement them
into the company structure is one of the greatest perks of
my job. I am very grateful for the possibility to work on this
topic for Damen Yachting.”
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Fully electric RSD-E 2513 Tug
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Sustainability embedded
in the organisation
Moving sustainability from the realm of compliance to being a
key driver of performance and innovation will require
embedding it deeply into our core strategies. We will do this by
ensuring our governance model is adapted accordingly, clear
performance indicators are defined and that all working for
Damen are aware of our ambition and commitment to
participating.
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Commitment

Our ambition

Our objective is to leave a positive

Contribute to SDG

How we measure

GOAL 1: NO POVERTY

impact on the local communities where

Measured through:
local purchasing and local workforce.

we operate, throughout
the world.
Through our local operations we are
providing job opportunities and increasing
local knowledge, while stimulating
economies.

Providing knowledge on sustainability

GOAL 4: QUALITY EDUCATION

Measured through:

within the company to enable

hours of training provided, number of

understanding and stimulate future

internships and percentage of hiring after

sustainable development.

traineeships.

We are actively cooperating with local
technical schools and universities,
providing students with opportunities to
learn. All Damen companies also offer on
the job training.

Increase the number of women

GOAL 5: GENDER EQUALITY

Measured through:

in the shipbuilding industry,

number of women in different positions,

at all levels.

number of female interns, number of

No gender discrimination in hiring or

school activities.

growth; same wage scales for men and
women at all levels of the organisation,
promoting the shipbuilding industry to
female students.

Damen is committed to an optimal work
environment on our vessels and in our

GOAL 8: DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

Measured through:
adoption of central human resources

yards and offices.

policies, implementation of the

Systems are in place to ensure compliance

Governance of Risks and Incidents

with international regulations and good

Prevention (GRIP) programme.

working conditions at all Damen
companies worldwide. Digitalisation,
innovations and technological upgrades of
our designs ensure that the people working
on and around our vessels are in the best
possible work environment.
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USING LOCAL SERVICES TO BUILD WORLD-CLASS SHIPS

How Damen is supporting
the South African
shipbuilding industry
As a family-owned company, Damen’s commitment to corporate social
responsibility has always been instinctive. Caring for the long-term
sustainability of the company is part of its DNA. These annual reports
document the many ways in which the company is taking steps to further
cement social, economic and environmental responsibility into its daily
activities. These steps can be found throughout Damen’s scope of
products and services; from green innovations to responsible production
methods. This article looks at one specific example of how Damen
supports local entrepreneurship by fostering future talent.

APC personnel stand proudly next to the pipe-bending machine.
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“The machine has dramatically
improved quality and reduced
times and cost.”

The story begins in South Africa, where
Damen Shipyards Cape Town has long
operated with the mantra of ‘building in
Africa, for Africa’. Delivering more than 40
vessels throughout the African continent,
the yard’s working philosophy is very

The acquisition of the pipe-bending
machine has had a double impact on
the production output of Africa Project
Consultants. The company’s managing
director, Refaan Hendricks, sums the
situation up best: “The new machine

much centred on using local services
and local materials to build world-class

has dramatically improved quality and
reduced the time and cost involved in
bending pipes. Currently, pipe bending
of thick wall pipes involves manually

ships. Last year Damen’s Cape Town
yard took this approach a step further
by giving local company Africa Projects
Consultants an interest-free loan to buy a
CNC controlled pipe-bending machine.

welding together two pipes and an
elbow – a process which can take almost

Africa Projects Consultants is a South
African company that delivers engineering

a full working day. This technologicallyadvanced machine will not only increase
the speed at which the pipe bending and
fabrication can be done, it will increase
the quality significantly. It is amazing to

and production services to the South
African shipbuilding and ship repair

see these thick-walled pipes being bent in
a matter of seconds.”

sectors. Although the company was only
established in 2018, it is in fact highly
experienced; its directors have cumulated
more than 60 years of experience

The addition of pipe bending services
(mild steel or stainless steel pipes 40
milimetres to 140 milimetres in diameter)

Speed & quality

working in the ship repair and oil & gas
sectors.

Bringing stability
These advantages have given Africa
Projects Consultants access to some
major projects, the most notable of
which has been the South African Navy’s
Project Biro. This was set up to develop
South Africa’s maritime security. Damen
Shipyards Cape Town is main contractor
on Project Biro, after receiving the
contract from Armscor (the South African
Department of Defence acquisition
agency). The contract requires of Damen
not only the building of three 62-metre
long Inshore Patrol Vessels, but also local
job creation and the development of a
sustainable maritime industry in South
Africa. In line with these contractual
obligations, and in addition to the loan,
Damen has subcontracted pipe bending,
shop fabrication, and small steelworks to
Africa Projects Consultants.

has therefore enabled Africa Projects
Consultants to become more competitive
by delivering products with a higher quality
product within quicker turnaround times.
Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2020
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Looking at the long-term outlook for the company’s growth, Ivan
Neethling, Africa Projects Consultants accountant, turns to the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals to measure
the three parameters of job creation, training and economy.
“We currently have 80 employees working for Africa Projects
Consultants,” he says. “These include skilled, semi-skilled and
administrative staff – as well as workplace apprentices. Training
is very important; we have established our own in-house training
programme, and our apprentices are associated with the Swift
Academy here in South Africa. Considering the unemployment
levels in South Africa, bringing stability like this is crucial.”

The long-term perspective

“We currently have 80
employees working for Africa
Projects Consultants.”

Of course, the future of Africa Projects Consultants is not
limited to working with Damen on Project Biro. From its 1,700m2
facilities, the company is anticipating sustained growth and
development in areas such as ship repair, shop manufacturing,
mechanical and electrical repairs and installation.
Furthermore, the cooperation with Damen and resultant transfer
of technology will open the way to more than just shipyards.
It will allow Africa Projects Consultants to offer services to
other industries such as mining, refrigeration, manufacturing,
automotive, chemical, agriculture and construction. Opening
doors to a long and prosperous future.

Thinking globally, acting locally
Damen has been promoting local industry participation for
many years. While this includes contracting local suppliers
to work at its own yards, it also involves Damen Technical
Cooperation (DTC), which enables Damen vessels to be built at
literally any shipyard on the planet. The quality of these vessels
is assured; with more than 1,000 projects undertaken, DTC’s
track record is solid.
Nurturing local industry also has socio-economic implications
as Damen’s customised solutions allow long term job creation,
local content, and transfer of technology. Whether Damen
brings in more local suppliers to its own yards or builds with
DTC, the impact on the local supply chain is enormous. This
results in the automatic retention of strategic capabilities that
are often necessary in governmental projects, and retention
of local skills for prolonged lifecycle support and logistics
purposes. Furthermore, seeing the extent to which local
businesses develop and communities thrive, the value of
Damen’s approach cannot be overestimated.
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Training and education at Damen Naval
Despite the challenges of COVID-19 we continued to operate a wide range of training schemes to ensure
that all our staff received and maintained the skills they need to undertake their roles safely and
effectively. We also encouraged and supported them in keeping fit and healthy for their own personal
benefit as well as for their productivity.

Damen Naval operates a wide range of training

As well as professional development, we also set

programmes to meet the needs of the company as

out to educate our staff on how to live healthier

well as the aspirations of its employees.

lives, both for their own benefit and also to

Certification by the International Project

minimise individual downtime. Over the past year

Management Association (IPMA) is the gold

we launched a pilot healthy life programme with a

standard for project managers. At Damen Naval we

focus on losing weight and reducing/giving up

bring in external consultants to hold annual

smoking. The results were rather mixed with many

training sessions for up to 30 individuals which,

of those involved unable or unwilling to change

when successfully completed, certify them for the

their lifestyles. Our canteens offer both healthy

next four years. There are four levels of attainment,

and high carb foods, but the unhealthy options

from level A to D, with level A recognising the ability

remained the most popular. This is in part due

to manage the largest and most complex projects.

to lifestyles. For example, around 80% of our

Damen Naval has two individuals qualified at that

engineers are bachelors, and so they prefer food

level. We also organised a specific training for

that is quick and easy. We continue to inform and

managers, to recognise early symptoms of stress

encourage our colleagues regarding the benefits

and take the right action.

of living healthily, but recognise that each
individual must make their own choices.

Our training and certification programmes cover
many other skills, ranging from the operation of

Other measures that we offer all our employees

machinery of all types from forklifts and cranes to

to help keep them fit and well include a free,

power tools, welding and pipe fitting. Management

confidential, medical check every two years.

training also takes place regularly, and we

The take-up is good from the office staff, but less

additionally work with managers who wish to

so by the yard employees who are more likely

conduct continual professional development

be concerned that the results are not in fact

independently for qualifications such as MBAs.

anonymised. Gym memberships subsidised by

Our collective labour agreement also entitles all

the company are also available, and it will also pay

employees to take one day a year to work on their

for other personal health initiatives up to 1% of

own personal development. Over the past year

an individual’s total annual salary costs. And for

COVID-19 has disrupted our training schedules,

employees living within 17 kilometres of the yard,

but remote training has been available.

we operate a bicycle plan.
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Gender equality
Damen Yachting
The maritime industry is usually seen as a man’s world, and while the work we are performing on the production
yards is physically demanding, there are plenty of opportunities for women to join our industry and we aim to
inspire them to join us. We do this through recruitment, social media and providing equal work privileges.
There are many opportunities in the shipbuilding

positive discrimination. The focus is not to find the

and repair industry, because there are a lot of

right person for each job but to find the right diverse

different jobs.

team for each job. It is always a cause for
celebration when a woman is brought on board.

Recruiting more women is something that Damen

Damen Yachting also participates in local initiatives

Yachting strives to achieve. Recruitment campaigns

involving secondary schools across Zeeland. This

aimed at women have been mounted in the past and

includes producing a magazine aimed at girls to

HR has looked at how women can be supported in

show them how interesting working with advanced

their careers, but we are not implementing quotas or

technologies can be.

Women are not only present in the office,
as demonstrated by our colleague Deng Xingfeng,
a welder at Damen Shipyards Changde.
"I have always been aware the ships support the
success of many businesses around the world, so
building them is a worthwhile way of applying my
welding skills. I get great satisfaction from seeing
the vessels on which I have welded the plates being
handed over to their owners, as I know that I have
done a first-class job.
It takes persistence to become a skilled welder.
You must be patient in working your way through
the challenges. But don’t forget that women can
be as good at welding as any man. And it is so
much more fun than sitting in an office every day.

Traditionally, women prefer to choose jobs that are
clean, not too physical or in the office. Welding as a

“Welding is not just a job. It’s much
more than simply bonding two
pieces of metal. It’s more like
making a piece of art.”
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career is not popular among women as it is to some
extent physical with a lot of metal dust around. But at
Damen Shipyards Changde, I am not alone: 25 % of
the welders are women and we enjoy our work. We
are a special team."

Damen Sustainability
Commitment
Roadmap

The Damen Yachting management team with 50/50 gender diversity.

Attracting the talent of tomorrow
For Damen’s Human Resources department,
recruiting young women is not easy. The new
generation is very aware of the importance of

Lisa Weggemans
Campus Recruiter

sustainability for their futures and shipbuilding
is not seen as sustainable.
Gender stereotypes also contribute to this, with
technical studies viewed by society as a whole as
more suitable for young men, and relevant courses
are dominated by male students. Damen’s HR
department is seeking to address the imbalance by
helping counter the perception within higher
education that technical studies are a male
preserve.
One of the actions they have taken is sponsoring

Damen is restarting its traineeship programme for

a mentoring programme run by Librae, the Dutch

recent graduates. There, female as well as male

network for female students in STEM (Science,

graduates can experience different kinds of skills

Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) subjects.

by working in various departments over nine

The HR department also holds an annual dinner

months, allowing them to explore the

for female students.

opportunities available.

Damen is organising events at schools to help the

Students have always been very important for

young generation, including girls, consider a future

Damen. Even during the pandemic Damen had

in the shipbuilding industry.

51 students in head office, of which 22% were
full-time employees.

It has also partnered with JINC, an organisation
that educates disadvantaged young people of
school age about career opportunities, and invites
them to visit its facilities.
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Caring for our people
Our people are our most important asset, and ensuring they are part of the journey is very important to us.
We put continuous effort into ensuring that we provide good, safe and healthy working conditions that
encourage those who work with us to further develop their knowledge and skills. The motto work hard,
play hard has been in our DNA since the beginning of Damen, and even while the COVID-19 crisis has been
a huge setback for us all, we continue to work on making Damen a happy home for our extended family.

Throughout the group it was a momentous year as,

implemented more online learning and training

at the end of the first quarter, everything changed.

possibilities and are looking for a global HR tool

At first it was just about surviving. We switched to

to increase all of our performance. Increased

crisis mode, focusing on our energies first to

learning facilitated reassignment to projects in

addressing the companies that were

other divisions, based on skills and experience.

haemorrhaging cash and then making sure that the
company could continue in the new normal. We had

This enabled continued working from home and

to deliver support remotely, including onboarding

contributed to the adoption of the long-term

new recruits with travel not permitted. This was

working from home situation.

very challenging. It was hard to communicate and
maintain the Damen culture in those circumstances.

We learned a lot about performance and worked
hard to keep everyone in the group informed about

These issues accelerated the pivot towards

the continually changing situation. A crisis team

enhanced remote working capabilities and

was also formed to gather information with external

digitalisation, to better connect people around

support and manage the repatriation of personnel

the world.

around the world. This involved monitoring local
circumstances and determining whether it was

Digitalisation in particular has been very helpful.

possible for people to return to their home

Due to a reorganisation at one of our divisions,

countries.

1,050 colleagues were made redundant. Of the 173
people affected in the Netherlands, fortunately over

HR, together with colleagues from Tax and

60% ended up being hired by other divisions, mainly

Finances and the Works Council, also worked on the

Yachting and Naval.

applications for government support. This support
from the government was still ongoing in the

Digital learning and online training have made big

beginning of 2021, but it is the intention of Damen to

advances. We’re not quite where we want to be yet,

stop applying as soon as the financial situation of

but we have progressed with developing remote

the company allows it. Real progress is being on the

teamwork and collaboration further than anyone

road back to stability. Last year was very tough but

could have imagined. In particular, training

in 2021 it looks like the group will be back on target.

managers on how to look after their teams in those
circumstances has been very important. We also

Dirk de Bruin | Group Human Resources Manager
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The new world of work is evolving rapidly
at Damen Naval
COVID-19 forced us to find new ways of working efficiently and effectively, and some of the changes are
now becoming the new normal with all office-based staff now welcome to work up to three days a week
from home. Recruitment has also adapted to meet the demands of a new generation of graduates that
see sustainability as a key part of a fulfilling working life. We continue to attract high-calibre engineers,
but skilled manual workers remain in short supply in the Netherlands as many young people do not find
such work attractive.

The great challenge for human resources over the

projects. Our building in Schiedam, which has

past year has been that of equipping and sup-

recently been refurbished, is proving popular for

porting staff that have been working from home in

employees who live in the Rotterdam area.

compliance with official COVID-19 directives. With

However, our main facilities in the more remote

the government requiring that domestic working

Vlissingen are less attractive to some potential

conditions be good, and the impracticality of HR at

recruits, with those with young families being

Damen Naval micro-managing each employee’s

particularly reluctant to move there.

arrangements, we instead gave every member of
staff able to work from home 400 euro to help them

Recent graduates additionally have high

organise their domestic workspaces. To that we

expectations, in particular regarding sustainability

added an additional 25 euro per month for tea and

and quality-of-life. Issues that come up in interviews

coffee.

range from the availability of home working to
improved waste segregation in the canteens and

IT issues arising from home working also had to be

switching from plastic to paper cups. With

addressed, relating both to the applications needed

sustainability at the core of Damen’s mission we are

on staff’s own computers and security. For staff

able to demonstrate good progress on all these and

working on these, special laptops with the

similar fronts. Over the past year, DSNS has hired

necessary safeguards installed were supplied.

146 people for the F-126 project alone.

Working from home for part of the week has so far

We are also fortunate that the sophisticated

proved to be a viable alternative for office staff to

products and advanced technologies that we work

the traditional five days a week in the office. So

with attract high quality candidates, particularly for

from now on, those who wish to, can work three

the design and engineering departments. It is the

days a week in the office and two days at home on

blue-collar workers that are more difficult to recruit.

an ongoing basis. New employees will also continue

Skilled specialist trades including welding, pipe

to receive the 400 euro for setting up their home

fitting and carpentry are not roles that are as highly

office.

valued as they once were. We took on six new
apprentices over the past year but still have over

44

Unfortunately, this new working system cannot be

twenty positions unfilled. Our strategy to manage

universally applied. Different countries have

this situation is to build a strong core of long-term

different regulations. Belgium, for example, requires

employees that can be supplemented when needed

that employees work on site at least four days each

with temporary workers recruited from countries

week if they wish to qualify for social security.

such as Romania where Damen is well-known. We

Recruitment of staff continues to present its

are also participating in wider efforts to persuade

challenges. It is currently difficult to recruit from

the government to do more to support training for

outside the EU, especially for those roles that

these kinds of skills that are critical for the wider

require access to sensitive data on security-based

Dutch manufacturing sector.
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Damen Yachting HR looks to the future
A recent review of Damen Yachting’s human

A crisis team was organised, working alongside

resources provision concluded that it was not

the Damen global crisis team, but no repatriations

compatible with the structure and size of the

were needed and it evolved into a COVID-19

division. A new strategy is setting out fresh

management team.

approaches to recruitment, leadership, talent
management and overall effectiveness.

Sustainability is of course a major issue for
shipbuilding, especially for the younger generations,

The recruitment function has been upgraded,

but less so in yachting recruitment except in the

with special attention given to branding and

design department where it is a subject that comes

onboarding. This includes new welcome

up in the hiring process.

packages, introduction cards and regular coffee
‘moments’ with HR and managers to give the

One of the recruitment tactics involves partnering

opportunity to ask questions and feel valued.

with other local big employers in the region to help

The Damen Academy will also be made available
for the first time along with its e-learning
resources.
Work is taking place on introducing more
transparency in terms of how HR operates,
including an update of company rules to make
them easier to navigate, and they will also be
available on the intranet in both Dutch and
English.
A notable achievement was the implementation
last year of an annual talent review cycle together
with updating the succession plan. The latter now
identifies the key positions, clarifies the
requirements of the roles, and assesses the
talent available in-house, matches them to roles
and draws up individual development plans. This
took place using online workshops and sessions.
Zeeland Day, an orientation event to which
colleagues from other divisions are invited to
Damen Yachting to explore potential
opportunities, also took place. With some
divisions cutting their headcount it was a useful
exercise for all involved.
COVID-19 hit Damen Yachting hard, and there
were a number of infections at the start of the
year. It was challenging for everyone, especially in
production where maintaining safe distances is
difficult. The new recruits handled their
onboarding under these circumstances
surprisingly well.
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each other recruit by sharing data on employment

employment is achieved by making sure that

vacancies. This can be used to offer employment to

people are happy and healthy until and beyond

a successful applicant’s partner and so encourage

their retirement by preventing illness, continuous

them to make the move to Zeeland. Offering

development, offering new possibilities and other

temporary housing to new staff when they arrive is

actions. It’s all about making people feel

another tactic for smoothing the transition.

appreciated by giving them choices and keeping
them informed. The time is coming when people

Looking ahead, there are still improvements to be

with physically demanding jobs need to work for a

made in leadership, recruitment, talent

while longer, but need support. Damen Yachting

management and HR effectiveness, as well as

believes that they also should be given the

sustainability and finding new ways not only to

opportunity to continue in less arduous roles so

attract women to the business, but also ensuring

that they can enjoy life after they retire.

that they can be retained. Sustainable
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Sustainable operations
Our production and services activities have a direct impact on
the people working in and around our facilities and also on the
environment. As our international activities develop further, we
ensure that measures are in place to enhance our positive
impacts and reduce our negative environmental footprints
while pursuing our engagement with local communities.
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Our ambition

To provide optimal working conditions
for our employees and the people

Contribute to SDG

How we measure

GOAL 3: GOOD HEALTH AND
WELL-BEING

Measured through:
training programmes, communication

working on our behalf to ensure

campaigns and monitoring of ill-health.

sustainable employment.
Systems are in place to minimise the risk
of ill-health for ourf our employees. These
include controls regarding chemicals and
bans on prohibited substances and those
that aim to stimulate good health.

Full cooperation with local economies
to facilitate innovation and improve

GOAL 9: INDUSTRY, INNOVATION,
AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Measured through:
local purchasing, local training

infrastructure.

programmes, local production and

Damen vessels, yards and civil activities

improvement plans.

are supporting the development of local
economies while sharing knowledge and
best practice to stimulate inclusive and
sustainable industrialisation.

Reduce the environmental impact of

GOAL 13: CLIMATE ACTION

Measured through:

our operations and facilities.

CO₂ monitoring at our facilities and

Our operations and facilities continually

services operations.

work to reduce their emissions by
adopting best practice to reduce their
environmental footprints.

Conduct operations with respect for

GOAL 15: LIFE ON LAND

Measured through:

the ecosystems around us.

environmental management systems

In our operations and facilities we are

in place; waste, pollution and water

adopting best practices that actively

monitoring.

contribute to reducing our impact on local
ecosystems and biodiversity, while
managing the use of natural resources and
avoiding uncontrolled releases, including
waste.
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Zero incidents – health, safety & well-being
As part of the development of Damen, and the restructuring

on development, share experiences and discuss requirements for

of the company, many functions were moved to the holding

upgrading standards and operating procedures.

company to ensure the fulfilment of their objectives and
oversight by the Executive Board. Caring for the health and

GRIP

safety of every individual working for or with Damen is the

The Governance of Risk and Incidents Prevention (GRIP)

group’s top priority and so the holding company retains direct

programme underpins the group’s commitment to health and safety.

responsibility for maintaining its standards.

In 2020 the programme was mostly focused on information relating
to COVID-19 and the development and dissemination of useful

The COVID-19 pandemic was the most significant health issue

communication materials including posters, animations and

ever to hit Damen. The Health and Safety department was the

presentations.

frontline in crisis management and, with a significant footprint in
Asia, was involved from the beginning with the objective of

A global Damen Safety Day was held on 18 December where the

ensuring the good health of all Damen personnel. From the group

COO launched the Safety Week to be held in spring 2021. The day

perspective, the new organisational structure made it easier to

also encouraged individual reflection on the past year, including

exchange information between the different divisions, each of

personal experiences, either as individuals or in small groups. The

which has their own Health and Safety Department.

Safety Week is intended to be more oriented to operational safety,
prevention, and innovation, and to be more of a social event. The

When the new structure became effective it quickly became

focus is on the things that really matter, those with the highest

apparent that HSE risks were concentrated in the operating

potential risks and impacts.

companies, and so there the HSE functions were quickly defined
and new staff hired where needed. This allowed the holding

The health and safety in particular, or well-being in general, of the

company to liaise directly with operating companies more

people who work for Damen is also directly relevant to the group’s

effectively than before via functional group meetings and short

primary objective of becoming the most sustainable shipbuilder in

communication lines. In 2020 agreements were reached

the world. The ambition to ensure that safety is of the highest

regarding performance monitoring and the systems and

standards comes straight from the top. Nobody wants anyone

standards to be used for reporting. This helped with the transfer

working for Damen being seriously injured. All efforts are focused

of information and experience gained from incidents that took

on prevention because Damen cares for the people that work for it,

place elsewhere. Monthly meetings were also scheduled to align

everywhere in the world, in every function.
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Working with
COVID-19
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Our team was involved with COVID-19 right from the beginning – January 2020 – when we began
monitoring the lockdown in Hubei province. The Yichang shipyard was quickly locked down although
Changde continued operating. As the situation worsened we started looking at repatriating non-local
personnel, in consultation with the relevant embassies, while at the same time working with our clients
and suppliers to see what solutions could be implemented to restart/continue working. It was like nothing
we had ever experienced before, we had to make arrangements for people to leave China and maintaining
contact with our colleagues, clients, partners etc.
The official crisis team was created in March and our first objective (minimising health risks for employees of
Damen and business partners) was to get 180 people safely back to their homes in the space of a few weeks
while flights were still available. This involved contacting everybody, checking their personal circumstances,
liaising with different embassies and more.
At the same time we worked on setting up the arrangements that would allow our office-based staff to work
from home safely and with the necessary IT access. This included adapting our internal communications to
keep everyone in touch with events and each other, and conducting surveys to monitor how everyone was
getting along.
With the supply chain also experiencing difficulties, with the help of our contract managers & Legal
Department we established a special team to communicate with all our external stakeholders, including our
suppliers and customers. This team specifically kept them all informed on the progress of our projects
during this difficult time.
In all, it has so far been working well. Our overall contamination rates have been lower than the national
numbers, although sadly two of our colleagues past away during 2020 as a result of catching COVID-19.

Eddy Davidse | Director Operations Support / Manager Crisis Management Team
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Damen Naval

A subdued year as coronavirus
brought new challenges
Health Safety and Environment at Damen Naval has focused on

Regarding health and safety, the reduction in activity on-site

creating work conditions that allowed production to continue

contributed to a very low incident rate. This coming autumn our

while minimising the risks of our staff contracting COVID-19

“mijn Hein” awareness campaign will begin its focus on safety in

from each other. We are pleased to say that as a result we have

the production areas. It has been found that personnel are

experienced only a few isolated cases. More planning and work

reluctant to address each other regarding safety issues, leaving it

were done over the course of the pandemic and we look

to the HSE officer to inform and enforce the regulations. However

forward to proceeding with our green energy rollout and other

a trial of “mijn Hein” with management in 2018 had positive results

HSE initiatives over the coming year.

and with regular production starting again we are hopeful of
making progress. We are also pleased to say that our ongoing

With COVID-19 running rampant, health and safety has been at

campaign to support those of our staff with smoking and obesity

the top of everyone’s agenda over the past year, and Naval was

issues is on a positive trajectory.

no exception. Production continued under strictly controlled
working conditions, including on the on the Antarctic Supply and

Raising general awareness of health and safety does have its

Research Vessel (ASRV) which was brought to the Netherlands at

issues. With internal communication going digital, this benefits

the end of 2020 to continue its fitting out due to the difficulty of

office staff, but production workers have fewer opportunities to

getting contractors to Romania. Only a few isolated cases in the

access this kind of communication. We continue to address this

office were recorded, with strict isolation measures being

situation.

introduced where necessary.
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Damen Services

Health and safety for the pandemic
In March 2020, Damen Services began a programme to develop

As a business with personnel travelling the world, we developed

a management system that would focus on the core processes

green corridors – using checklists to enable colleagues to stay

with a focus on HSE. However, the arrival of COVID-19 changed

safe and avoid being hospitalised abroad by, for example being

everything and the focus switched to prioritise stabilising the

tested before travelling, wearing masks on flights, not eating at

business by adapting to the new circumstances.

hotel buffets and in yards working alone where possible and
sending the crews ashore when servicing. In the beginning there

A safety priority was the establishment of a crisis management

was not much information regarding COVID-19, so the new

team (chaired by the MD) focusing on how to repatriate people

measures were very strict just to be sure that Damen personnel

as lockdowns began to be announced. Sixty eight engineers

were kept safe, but it soon emerged that there was actually less

had to be repatriated back to their home countries, sometimes

chance of catching the virus by travelling than by staying in the

at very short notice, and the team met at least once a week to

Netherlands.

update everyone involved on the changing circumstances.
Particularly high risk countries have been identified and
The team also had to keep track of the situations in the nearly 80

employees there receive daily communications and are supplied

countries in which Damen Services is active. All this was done in

with travel instructions so that should a situation escalate, they

coordination with the central management team through the

and the crisis team can respond immediately. In future, Damen

board. Also, when new domestic measures were announced by

will conduct audits on location to determine if the measures need

the Dutch Government, these had to be coordinated by the crisis

adjusting.

coordinator and Damen’s own policies brought into line with the
official directives.

Looking ahead, the focus for the HSE team at Damen Services
will continue to be on local sourcing and the further reduction of

New security protocols were also developed, in particular to

CO₂ emissions, plus the continuing development of ISO 14001,

protect our employees traveling in unstable countries. It was

45001 and 9001 for services (determining environmental impacts

established that procedures were required to determine the

and operational risks on site) and enhanced reporting.

measures that would need to be taken when situations began to
escalate. A tool was developed based on a set of predetermined

From a commercial aspect, the team plans to start training

indicators, and while it has yet to be needed, it is good to be

Damen’s overseas clients on how to work more safely (HSE

prepared. Guidelines have also been established to lay out what

on-site training) and develop their own management system.

measures should be taken in different countries
in order to stay safe.

Damen Services already has a department that trains client
personnel on how to on operate their new vessels, so this will be
a logical step and add value to the business proposition as well as
deliver real societal benefits.
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Community engagement

Industrial participation
Industrial participation, whereby as a group we aim to

Damen aims to further intensify involvement with local

contribute to the sustainability and development of our

industries.

client country’s industry and communities, has long been
a core part of our business. Done properly, it is a win-win

A very successful example of Damen’s approach towards

proposition for both sides, with industries and communities

industrial participation is through that of a project currently

in the host country benefitting through the awarding of

under construction in South Africa for the South African Navy,

orders, creation of jobs, transfer of technology, or for

whereby Damen focused on including local companies in the

instance through the providing of investments or loans.

construction of three Inshore Patrol Vessels, making these
vessels built in South Africa, for South Africa and by South

Meanwhile for Damen it offers a competitive edge due to the

Africans. Where necessary, transfer of technology is provided

company's involvement in local industries and communities,

in order to enable local companies to contribute. With long

which has formed part of its DNA since the start. Through its

term industrial sustainability strategy in mind, considering life

existing global footprint building and maintaining vessels

beyond this project, Damen facilitated the inclusion of South

around the world, Damen is fully aware of the impact it may

African companies into its international supply chain. By doing

have on local industries and communities.

so Damen offered access to its global sales opportunities,
previously out of reach for most of its South African partners.

Wherever possible Damen strives to include local suppliers

Damen has significantly contributed to some of the objectives

and subcontractors, adding to, for instance, the creation and

of the South African Government, resulting in the benefitting

retention of jobs and the sustainability of an industry.

of the South African industry for many millions of euro as well

By the centralising of industrial participation within the group,

as the retention and creation of many hundreds of jobs.

“I’m from a very disadvantaged community in the Western
Cape. I was employed by Milprops working for Damen
Shipyards Cape Town and after a year I was promoted
to a boiler maker assistant foreman. That gave me the
opportunity to work with apprentices; helping, teaching
Jerome Booysen

and coaching them to also become qualified boiler
makers. Today I work on Project BIRO with more than
100 colleagues. Most of us come from disadvantaged
backgrounds and today are proud of who we have
become.”
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Supply chains

Local is sustainable
The efficient management of supply chains lies at the heart of sustainability, and Damen’s
international chain of Service Hubs typify the philosophy of thinking globally, acting locally. They
reduce the need for international travel by recruiting personnel and suppliers locally and so support
their economies as well as being more convenient for Damen customers operating in the regions.
Wherever our suppliers may be located, we share our sustainability goals and standards with them
and encourage them to join us in working towards a cleaner, greener future.

Damen’s supply chain management is evolving as our business

to successful relationships, but also resource intensive. We

model places increasing emphasis on supplying services and

have been looking at commercial software packages that can

support throughout a vessel’s life, rather than just focusing

streamline the process of evaluating suppliers and verify that

on newbuilds. We now have suppliers who are not involved

they are capable of merging into the supply chain.

at all in newbuilds but instead support our customers as we
increasingly invest in our global network of Service Hubs.

As elsewhere throughout the group, digitalisation is at the core
of delivering our services, especially when we are delivering

The strategy of establishing Service Hubs close to our

services remotely. This took on much greater significance

customers, wherever in the world they may be, delivers a

when COVID-19 suddenly curtailed travel for our engineers

number of benefits. One of these is the reduction in engineers

and we aim to encourage the momentum that it has acquired,

based in the Netherlands having to fly around the world.

given the efficiencies that it can deliver to both supplier and

Instead, vessels can head to their nearest Damen service

customer.

hub, or personnel based in a hub can make a shorter journey
to the client. Generally, a Service Hub will start with a single

Other actions that are being implemented include rolling

field service engineer and then expand up to a team of

out a new, online, suppliers onboarding form and convening

around fifteen people, of which only a few will be Dutch.

periodic meetings with our 20 largest suppliers to review their

The remainder will be recruited within the region and local

sustainability policies. End of year supplier evaluations will also

suppliers will also provide services and support. Overall, both

be conducted where feedback on sustainability measures can

sustainability and local employment are beneficiaries of this

be offered and discussed. Our transportation partners will be

move to shorten supply chains where possible.

included in this.

Not everything can be done locally, however. Materials and

With regard to our local suppliers supporting our Service

specialist components still need to be transported by sea, rail

Hubs, we encourage them to share our goals and standards.

and air and ensuring the sustainability that we would like still

All contracts with the Service Hubs are managed centrally

presents challenges. We continue to look for viable solutions.

to ensure compliance and we conduct regular evaluations
through the year to ensure that progress is being made.

In terms of managing our supply networks, some are now done

However, despite our best efforts, it remains difficult in many

centrally while others are managed within the divisions with

countries to find suppliers that instinctively place a high priority

whom they work. Supplier evaluation and integration is key

on sustainability.
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Supporting culture and heritage
KSG is responsible for the management of real estate and
the heritage assets that Damen has acquired through the
acquisition of KSG at the beginning of this century.
The heritage includes a number of model ships and
other Schelde heritage items like pictures, drawings and
shipbuilding instruments, some of which have been loaned
to MuZEEum in Vlissingen and are being exposed by this
museum. In order to retain the artefacts from our history,
a strategy that can involve external partners will be created
that will help us to make our heritage available to historians
and the public.
In Vietnam, Damen was involved in raising relief funds for the
local people following the severe hurricane in 2020, which
caused much damage. And when Hai Phong was hit by
COVID-19, Damen donated 3,000 kilograms of rice to
300 families.
Damen Sponsorship
As a family company we seek to develop relationships for the
long-term with those who share our values of Stewardship,
Fellowship, Craftsmanship and Entrepreneurship – locally,
nationally and internationally. We believe these values pave
the way for sustainability and a connected, healthy society,
offering opportunity for prosperity. We look to connect to
those who hold in common our passion and pride for
perfection. The coronavirus had a devastating impact on
the arts sector, and through this difficult time, we continued
to support our long lasting relationship with the Nederlands
Dans Theater.

“Sponsorship provides us with the opportunity to form partnerships and
long-term relationships with those who believe in the same values as
Damen. Nederlands Dans Theater is one such example. What the dancers
Josien Damen

do may seem, at first glance, to be a long way from shipbuilding. But
actually we have much in common. I see a shared pride in what we do,
passionately striving for elegance. We have a shared commitment to
quality and the composure required to pursue it. And a shared pride in
delivering perfection.”
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Zero emissions

Environmental sustainability
The activity of building or repairing vessel does have a direct

All our owned production locations are certified to conform with

impact on the environment. During all the stages of operations,

the ISO 14001:2015 standard on environmental management. In the

from the delivery of raw materials to the performance tests,

past few years, we have been working on measuring and improving

energy is used and released. As we have a direct impact on

our performances and this was further developed in 2020.

our own operations, it is for us of the utmost importance to
reduce our environmental impact.

KPIs on environmental performance
Total carbon footprint Damen Shipyards Group
2%

46%

5%

Scope 1

2020

Scope 3

total 71,9K

52%
Scope 2

34%

2019

total 69,6K

61%
Scope 2

The Damen methodology for reporting carbon emissions is

and scope 2 (emissions from purchased energy from utility

aligned with the GHG (greenhouse gas) protocol. Reporting on

provider) are complete. For Scope 3 (indirect emission within

scope 1 (own emissions, resulting directly from our activities)

our value chain), only travel by plane is reported.
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Total carbon footprint Damen Shipyards Group (per division)
3%

2%

8%

11%
26%

11%

Repair & Conversion

33%

Workboats

2020

Yachting

15%

Naval

total 71,9K

Martime Ventures

12%

2019

total 69,6K

Holding an Global Business
Services

40%

39%

Mid Sized Vessels

Mid Sized Vessels

Other pollutants
5% 2%

4% 1%

2020

45%

2019

Nitrous Oxide (NOx)
Particulate Matter (PM10)

total 688.2K

Sulphur Oxides (PM10)

48%
Volatile Organic
compounds

42%

total 594.4K

53%
Volatile Organic
compounds
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Ton of CO2 per production hour – KPI 2020: -10% from 2019

0.003

0.002

0.0024

0.0025

Target
0.0021

Actual
0.0025

0.001

2019
0.0024

0.000

Water consumption in m3

2.42M (68%)

1.12M (32%)

Water withdrawal
Water discharge

3,531,315.58

4,081,456.39
2020
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Damen Workboats
A number of sustainability initiatives were put into action during
2020. Some came out of yards’ improvement agendas, such as
the upgrade to LED of the lighting in Damen Shipyards Antalya.
At the time it was thought it would take three years to achieve a
positive ROI but that has now been reduced to two and the CO₂
reductions are of course immediate. Antalya also started an
initiative focusing on cutting the amount of waste that is
generated. As for its supply-chain, a programme has been
implemented to reduce costs by encouraging different suppliers
to share transport bringing components into the yard, resulting in
fewer vehicle movements and reduced emissions.
Damen Song Cam Shipyard (DSCS) has initiated a project to
generate solar energy in association with our joint venture hull
provider, thereby making the yard and our supply chain greener.
Also at DSCS, the production process has been modified so that,
instead of painting a new vessel and then undertaking seatrials
before it is sold and then undertaking the process all over again
once a buyer is found, work now stops before the painting phase.
Then, once the vessel is sold, the painting, the rest of the
commissioning and seatrials can take place. This reduces the
amount of fuel used during seatrials by 40-50%. The paint
specification has also been changed. By applying paint earlier in the
production process when it is still in the hull yard, this gives enough
protection for the rest of the construction process, after which the
final paintwork can be applied. This saves time, resources and
reduces workers’ exposure to fumes.
With the fully electric tug (e-RSD) in construction at DSCS, the
infrastructure at the yard has been upgraded to enable the ongoing
production of electric vessels. With travel to Vietnam not possible
during the pandemic, local engineers have been trained to
undertake commissioning supported by remote assistance .
The corona pandemic certainly accelerated a number of useful
initiatives and cut down on travel and all
its disadvantages. Many useful lessons have
been learned.
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Damen Naval
At Damen Naval we continue our drive to maximise access to
renewable energy wherever possible, but COVID-19 disrupted
our timetable for this as it has for many other actions.
Our energy monitoring system was successfully installed in
2019, but our windmills project will now be built in 2022 and the
solar panels, which were meant to be fitted in 2020, will now be
installed later this year. Unfortunately not all the roofs that we
have are suitable for solar pannels and so the final number will
be less than initially planned. We are pleased to say that all our
halls are now fitted with LED lighting and the offices will come
next, along with the completion of the roll-out of automatic
switching. Almost all our mobile equipment is now electrically
powered and all the platform lifts are similarly clean and quiet.
Of course, we also integrate environmental sustainability in our
products, as demonstrated lately with the example of the
Antarctic Supply Research Vessel.
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Damen Yachting
At our Vlissingen city yard, 5,394 solar panels are now
generating power – a peak of 1.67 megawatts– enough for
30% of our annual electricity needs. On a sunny day, we can
generate 100% of our electricity requirements. Excess power
(for example on weekends and holidays when the yard is less
active) will be fed back to the local grid. The solar panels can
supply enough electricity for 5,000 households.
The idea was initiated by Gerwin Supheert from our Works
Council – an idea which grew under head of production
Bert Beckers into a Damen-wide project at all its yards in
the Netherlands – with almost 39,000 panels generating
12 megawatts. The system is financed, installed and maintained
by Zonel Energy Systems, under the expert supervision of
Dennis Geertse and Jelle van Sluijs from Facilities.
We can monitor the performance in real time on our Solaredge
Dashboard.
With the arrival of COVID-19, HSE became responsible for
organising all the preventive testing and, as part of the corona
team, participated in twice-weekly meetings. It organised
instructions and procedures for Damen Yachting personnel,
as well as posters, leaflets, etc. that explained the new
communications and regulations. It also set up a hotline for
employees with questions. HSEQ was also easy to find, being
situated in the production area rather than in the main office.
Other actions included updating the company’s emergency
plan and rewriting the HSE plan for subcontractors.
Communication with colleagues from other countries is always
challenging. They often have a different perception of risk or
environmental awareness, so we make sure to give them the
attention they require.
We are now working on improving the communication with
production personnel by introducing digital solutions and
multiplying contact moments.
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Damen Mid Sized Vessels
With the creation of MSV the Health and Safety
department has been updated and upgraded. HSE
ceased to be a yard function and it became mandatory for
each MSV project to have designated HSE personnel present,
depending on the risk factor, site and type of client involved.
The yards still need to be guided, to proactively monitor
performance, so there is a need to discuss and analyse the
results in order to build awareness. The aim is to move from a
reactive to a proactive approach.
The drive for improvement is also coming from the customers,
which does help us to focus attention on on health and safety.
Audits were not able to be performed due to the pandemic.
Digital meetings were used to confer with suppliers and other
yards, inspections from a distance were performed using
Microsoft Teams and video cameras used for video control
checks.
Damen Shipyards Galati and Damen Shipyards Mangalia have
always been two different yards with two different cultures.
The reorganisation of both yards will retain the two
geographical locations, but result in a single entity.
Improvements to both yards will take place simultaneously so
that procedures and reporting are aligned. Developing
together, in close cooperation with the other Damen yards,
should also improve the quality of reporting.
One noticeable improvement in Mangalia, where blasting and
painting in the drydock used to result in grit flying around and
landing in open water. Discussions with Maintenance in Damen
Shiprepair Rotterdam where they use water screens resulted in
them being installed in Mangalia with filtering so that the grit
and dust now stays in the dock. This showed the power of
working together and learning from other yards. Old waste
pipes were used, so some recycling took place as well.
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The products that we make will have a lasting impact on the world
around us. Therefore, it is essential for us to properly manage the
design of our products and services to ensure that the latest
innovations are used properly and in step with the objective of
reducing their environmental impact and stimulating circularity.

3

Design for sustainability

Our ambition

To offer vessels designed to use clean
energy and prepared for the energy

Contribute to SDG…

GOAL 7: AFFORDABLE
AND CLEAN ENERGY

transition taking place in our solutions
and operations.
We are participating in or initiating
research with the goal of improving
energy efficiency and integrating clean
energies into our vessels. Our yards are
producing clean energy via a network of
solar panels and wind turbines.
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How we measure

Measured through:
product roadmap

Damen sustainability roadmap

Providing specific solutions for
sustainable cities and public transport.

GOAL 11: SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND

Measured through:
product roadmap

COMMUNITIES

Locally built vessels offer a safe and
energy efficient mode of transport, with
limited emissions into the air and water and
minimal disruption of local communities.
Damen ferries offers a clean solution for
public transport. Customer Finance is
supporting our customers in finding the
best mode of funding and enabling the
transition to modern technologies.

Responsible sourcing and 100%
circularity of Damen vessels

GOAL 12: RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION

Measured through:
circular design project

(cradle-to-cradle).
Damen is committed to becoming the most
sustainable shipbuilder in the world by
integrating responsible consumption and
production in its designs and manufacturing
processes.

Zero emissions for all Damen vessels &

GOAL 13: CLIMATE ACTION

production facilities.

Measured through:
product roadmap

Due to our continuous research work, our
new generation of vessels can positively
influence the battle against global warming
by reducing emissions and optimising the
use of renewable energy.

Design and production processes to be

GOAL 14: LIFE BELOW WATER

optimised for minimal environmental

Measured through:
product roadmap

impact.
Our design and research teams are
focusing on minimising the impact our
products have on life below water, including
noise and other emissions.

Creating synergies across industries for
sustainable development.

GOAL 17: PARTNERSHIP
FOR THE GOALS

Measured through:
participation in cross-industry projects.

Damen initiates and participates in
partnerships for the development of
innovative solutions that contributes to
global sustainable development.
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Dewi Wesselman

The importance of sustainability
What really concerns me in my day-to-day life is

later in the lifecycle. It’s been very exciting to share

the amount of plastics that we use as a society.

our knowledge regarding training and production

I feel that as an individual I need to do more to

methods with our Yachting and Dredging

reduce unnecessary consumption by, for example,

colleagues in order to roll-out these principles

buying more second-hand items and eating less

further.

meat.
I have been a member of Damen’s Environmental
In ferries, we are doing a lot to address sustain-

Sustainability (ESUS) initiative for two years now,

ability issues. We working on a circular ferry

which promotes sustainability across the group.

concept, the plan will be ready in 2021 for

We organise the annual Sustainability Week. It has

production in 2025.

been digital since the pandemic began, which has
helped extend its international reach. In 2020 we

To achieve that, we have to work closely with our

used it to look at what other industries are doing in

suppliers. We send them details of our

this space and invited them to contribute. For 2021

requirements and ask them whether they have the

we will be focusing on exchanging knowledge

capability to fulfil them. Also, how much recycled

between divisions and sharing ideas with the aim

material they are using in their products, how much

of involving more people from all over Damen.

can be reused, whether or not they can take back
their end-of-life products and what certifications

ESUS is also working closely with Young Damen

they have. It’s all about raising awareness of what

and they make a good combination. Sustainability is

we are doing and encouraging our partners to

ingrained in the culture of our younger employees

adopt sustainable work methods as well.

and they feel the urgency for even faster progress.

The design of our new ferries will have a big impact
on repair, maintenance and what can be updated
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Ferries

A success story in sustainability
Of all vessel types, ferries have been the pioneers when it

Electric ferries come with higher upfront (build) costs then their

comes to sustainability and in recent years that has only

conventional equivalents, but are much cheaper to operate

gathered pace. This may be in part because they are often the

thereafter.

only vessels that the general public experience for themselves,
and they often operate from and in urban environments. But

This means that short-term contracts of around ten years are not

ferries are also often operated on behalf of and licensed by

financially efficient for this kind of investment where it is not just

local governments who play an important role in incentivising

the vessel, but the accompanying infrastructure that needs to be

sustainability and set the standards that need to be met.

put in place and generate income. For sustainable and circular
policies, 30-year time frames with a leasing company owning the

Designing and building low emissions ferries does present

assets works best. Damen has recently announced a partnership

challenges. Three years ago, Arriva, the operator of

with Purus Marine, an environmentally focused maritime vessel

Copenhagen’s waterbus network, contacted Damen about

and infrastructure company, to provide long-term financing

replacing some of its fleet. As discussions progressed Arriva

solutions to bridge this gap.

decided on zero-emission at point of operation vessels, including
shore charging facilities. During the design process the vessels

Looking further ahead, there are other ways in which the ferry

evolved significantly, and then evolved some more during the

sector may evolve. Rethinking the interiors of ferries to make

build of the first as it took shape. This was a valuable process

them more circular is one focus, one that requires buy-in from the

that ensured that it and the further four vessels benefited from

suppliers as well as cost-efficiency for the customers. Another

many adjustments that made them most cost efficient. This is

relates to inland waterways in urban areas where road traffic

possible with ferries in a way that is not with other vessel types

congestion is an issue. Autonomous craft transporting small

such as tugs.

parcels is one option being explored that seeks to take
advantage of these underutilised resources.

With over five years of experience in sustainable ferries, Damen is
seen as a leader in this sector. In 2020, we delivered two road

Of course, automation offers the possibility of a whole range of

ferries to Canadian operator BC Ferries fitted with diesel-electric

efficiencies such as improved safety and reduced operational

engines and batteries, but with the capability to convert to full

costs that will contribute to the sustainable footprint. Winning

electric in the future. Plans for the installation of shore-charging

public acceptance will take time, not least the concern regarding

facilities are underway and when the time comes the conversion

job losses. However, in places like Norway interest in autonomy is

of what will be six ferries can be done by a local partner. We also

being driven in part by the difficulty of recruiting crew, and having

recently delivered the first of two, fully-electric vessels to the

fewer personnel on board vessels reduces the need for

Government of Ontario. They will run on batteries in normal

accommodation and its associated costs.

operations, with diesel engines available for exceptional
circumstances.

We believe that Damen could well be the first shipyard to build
the first, fully automated ferry and we are working towards that

Sustainability and, increasingly circularity do present challenges

now with our Smart Ship programme. The result will be vessels

for ferry operators, many of whom are private companies

that are more reliable, more cost efficient, sustainable and safer.

operating concessions awarded by local authorities.
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The future of workboats
Three years ago, Damen Workboats 2030 vision had the aim

the designs that are being developed now need to be

of offering all our products in zero emission versions that

optimised for possible conversions and upgrades in the

would have minimal impact on the environment, ensure no

future.

unscheduled downtime, be increasingly autonomous and
deliver healthy returns for their shareholders. Since then it

With its wider range of vessel types Damen faces a bigger

has become clear that this would be a huge undertaking

challenge than most of its competitors, but this also offers

that would require the redesign of every vessel type, which

opportunities for the group to reinforce its position as a

would be neither sustainable nor profitable. Damen’s

one-stop-shop and will advance its goal of retaining its

business model has always been based on standardisation

customers throughout their vessels’ lifecycles. To achieve

with product development at its heart, but of what they do,

this, it must ensure that its product/system process is

but it is evident that now technology development must

focused on making life easier for itself and its customers.

become the driving force. A new technology management
department was therefore created in 2020 with a mandate

The next stage of this new approach will be to introduce the

to develop the necessary products which the designers

lifecycle perspective into the group’s design technology. This

will then implement.

requires making decisions about cost, quality (its ability to
factor in environmental and safety criteria) and delivery times.

The first result of this new approach is the RSD-E electric

It will also need to support Damen’s goals of broadening the

tug, where money and time were spent defining the

range of materials that it uses and maximising circularity. This

requirements before the design stage got underway. The

next phase was halted with the arrival of COVID-19, but is due

result has been a vessel class that is modular and scalable.

to restart in 2021.

This system philosophy is now being used for completely
different vessel types with 80% of the original work being

These changes will have an impact on Damen Technical

re-used on subsequent variants. This move from creating

Cooperation (DTC) and the transfer of technology to

standardised vessel types, each of which is a single solution,

emerging economies. This has been hugely successful in

to devising solutions that can be used across all vessel types,

raising shipbuilding standards and capabilities around the

is revolutionary.

world, and now will move up to a new level as Damen works
with its DTC partners to create safe and clean environments

An important element in this paradigm shift is encouraging

that bring with them better quality and service. Local

the designers to place modularity and upgradability at the top

communities will also benefit as a result.

of their agenda as they do their work. No-one knows how fast
or in what directions technology will move in the years ahead,

It’s an exciting future ahead. The next vessel to be offered in

particularly in the field of energy production and storage

a fully electric version will be the ASD-E Tug 2813, in which

where there are many alternatives being explored. As a result,

serious interest is already being shown by the sector.
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‘Servitisation’ – A new paradigm for vessel ownership
The collapse in orders in 2020 was partly the result of chronic

promising with interest in a structure that would finance an

uncertainty about what kind of vessels would be required.

electric waterbus project – both the vessels and the charging

Questions included what might new regulations demand of

network – so that Damen would be selling turnkey clean

them at some point in the future and what the winning

transport.

technologies will be in the battle for clean propulsion. These
stimulated a complete rethink in Damen on how demand could

This model can work in other markets aside from public

be revived in such an uncertain world. With ship owners

transport. It already operates in the yachting sector, where

unwilling to commit cash to vessels that might be redundant in

fractional ownership on a leasing basis has been a feature for

just a few years, clearly a new model was required in order to

some years. Not only does it relieve the owners of the capital

bring back demand.

outlay and ongoing maintenance, it also greatly increases the
utilisation rates, making the yachts highly sustainable. So fewer

The answer is one that is becoming more common in the wider

boats for more people and even the chance of rental income in

economy, but is relatively new to shipping. That is, servitisation,

periods when the owners are all occupied elsewhere.

where the business outcome becomes a service rather than a
product, with the producer taking responsibility for providing

The net result of servitisation for Damen is predictable

whatever it takes – a product or service – to fulfil a role for which

cashflows and profits from long-term engagement with its

the purchaser pays an ongoing fee. This model actively

counterparties. Of course, Damen also takes on all the risks

contributes to our circular approach, where we stay in control

associated with vessel ownership and is fully equipped to

during the entire lifecycle of the vessel.

manage them.

In the case of ships, if one becomes unable to fulfil its role due
to, for example, a change in regulations, then the builder will
either exchange it for one that does, or upgrade it to meet the
new requirements, or whatever else is permissible in the
contract. The operator meanwhile continues uninterrupted to
have a vessel that can do its job, and also has the benefit of
being able to grow without any capital constraints. The
shipbuilder/owner can re-use a vessel that is no longer suitable
for its original purpose elsewhere, or sell, convert, upgrade or
retire it. It’s their decision and their area of expertise. It also
supports cradle-to-cradle sustainability goals as it encourages
the building of recyclable vessels.
Damen is already working on this with a green equity partner
looking to invest in sustainable projects, thereby spreading the
risk and laying the basis for faster growth. Initial results are
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Success is dependent on finding the right partners for each

to incentivise their industrial base to build green ships. Restricting

project.

the use of fossil fuels has to be accompanied by actively
promoting the adoption of sustainable alternatives. One way to

There are other services that Damen is looking to scale up. The

achieve this is via the green export development guarantee

growth of the global offshore wind energy sector in the Far East

(GEDG) designed to seed green R&D. Projects approved by the

and the USA brings new opportunities. The Jones Act basically

government are eligible for grants, not only from the national

locks out foreign-built vessels from operating in its waters, but

government, but also from the EU and other countries. Damen

even if Damen cannot sell ships to the USA it can sell its

became the first company in Holland to obtain a (GEDG), worth

designs, as it has done so often in the past. However, under the

€35 million, in 2021, as part of the COVID-19 recovery measures.

new paradigm this could be financed via an equity stake in the
partner yard. This would mean no capital outlay for the client

Other sustainability issues were also on the agenda in 2020.

shipyard and Damen derives an income from future dividends.

Among these were political engagement and the challenges
presented by being in the public eye. It is important in high-profile

On a smaller scale, Damen has reached an agreement with a

projects with overseas governments that the public has a

fund which will buy its InvaSave Ballast Water Treatment

favourable impression of the client so that the group’s reputation is

Systems and lease them to customers in Africa.

protected. NGOs can have a big influence both on the public and
the banks, who have their own reputations to consider.

This kind of arrangement works both ways. If governments want

More support from the Dutch government for such deals would

ships to go green in line with their commitments then they need

also be helpful, along with a more positive approval process.
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A busy pipeline

From autonomy to composite construction
of R&D projects
Damen Naval operates its own R&D department as well as working with Damen’s central R&D function. The scope of its
work in 2020 ranged from developing specific solutions such as the implementation of composite elements within large
ship structures and multi-material bonding techniques, to the ongoing digitisation of vessel operations and performance
management, and the conceptual development of the of the Royal Netherlands Navy's (RNLN) future FLEXSHIP.

2020 was another year of research and development for

behaviour of noxious elements in exhaust fumes. Noise is

Damen Naval and some notable milestones were achieved.

another emission that can negatively affect the performance

These included the filing of two patents related to the objective

of a naval vessel. Predicting noise is important for naval

of energy management. Many of our projects are related

vessels, particularly when sonar is being used. We conducted

to the development of the next-generation frigate class for

experimental research in partnership with TNO (Netherlands

the RNLN and include advances in the implementation of

Organisation for Applied Scientific Research) and the Dutch

composite elements within large ship structures as part of

Defence Organisation to gain more insights into the noise

the EU-sponsored RAMSSES project. This is in relation to the

sources and transfer paths before moving on to develop

design of the new Dutch frigate and its requirement for the

solutions that can predict and then minimise the noises

minimisation of weight.

identified.

Damen Naval has also been making good progress on

Automation and autonomy remain important areas for naval

developing a bonding technology that will enable the

R&D, not least for their potential for allowing personnel to

fabrication of multi-material structures without the need for

conduct operations at a safe distance from the theatre of

welding. The new process will be capable of maintaining its

action. In 2020 our research involved developing specific

integrity for at least 25 years in a maritime environment. This

roadmaps and decision support tools to help military staff fulfil

will be particularly useful for applications where welding is not

their missions, be they warfare, border security or humanitarian

suitable. Recent work has been done on ensuring the safety of

relief.

the personnel working with the bonding agent.
Damen Naval continues to work on a range of other ongoing
Hybrid energy configurations are viewed as the future in

long-term development goals. One of these is the digitalisation

Damen Naval and we are working on optimising their efficient

of our systems to enable increased automation and real-time

use by integration of energy buffers. We are also developing

monitoring of performance and integrity.

a new controls strategy that includes adaptive pitch control
and which not only improves energy efficiency, but also leads

Digitalisation also extends to emerging technologies including

to better acceleration performance or cavitation reduction

virtual and augmented realities (VR & AR). VR will have an

reducing underwater radiated noise.

important role in training, replacing physical training centres
with universal availability, unlimited scalability and precise

Other research projects ongoing in 2020 addressed integrated

targeting, all available online. It will also help the navy to attract

emission reduction technology, in particular for NOx. Not only

new recruits from generations that expect immersive digital

are the exhaust emissions harmful for the wider environment,

environments to be part of everyday life. We are additionally

they can in certain circumstances be drawn back into the

assessing AR solutions with a view to adapting them for a wide

ship via the air inlets and result in internal threshold levels

range of applications including on board maintenance and

for particulate matter being exceeded. Knowledge and tools

decision support across many scenarios.

are being developed that help understanding the dispersion
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Putting circularity into practice
Easy maintenance of tug consoles
Damen tug consoles are designed for easy maintenance and
adaptability during their lifetime, by providing large access space.

Lifetime extension of ships with InvaSave
Scrubbers, InvaSave and ballast water treatment retrofit
installations extend the lifetimes of ships by enabling owners
to comply with new and stricter regulations.

Converting a buoy-laying vessel
to an inspection and safety vessel
A former buoy-laying vessel from Denmark is now operating
on the North Sea as an inspection and safety vessel
(30 years old).

Conversion of a PSV 3300 into
a fish feed carrier
The Damen PSV 3300 E3 'World Opal' has been converted into
a fish feed carrier named Eidsvaag Opal.
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Conversion of an oil survey ship into a
research vessel
The former oil-survey ship Alucia II has been converted into the
oceanographic research vessel OceanXplorer.

Damen Ferries 2306 E3 for Arriva
Circular baseline: the city ferry pontoon development is based
on circular requirements.

Waterbus POW
The vessels' interiors are completely circular, using natural
materials such as wool and wood, as well as recycled materials.

Refit/upgrade of an M-class frigate
The lifetime of a 20-year old M-class frigate has been
extended with a refit and upgrade.
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Design for zero emission
The goal of achieving zero emission vessels covers every aspect of operations,
not just air pollution but also emissions into the water such as waste, ballast
water and noise.

A case study in complexity

The Antarctic Supply Research Vessel (ASRV)
Australia’s new Antarctic Supply Research Vessel (ASRV),

These included the optional Lloyds Register ECO notation

the 160-metre RSV Nuyina, is one of the most complex

which includes additional requirements for dealing with such

vessels that Damen has ever built. Designed to operate

things as ballast water, grey water, refrigeration systems,

independently for long periods of time in the Southern

exhaust emissions, and the ship’s energy efficiency

Ocean, it is part icebreaker, part replenishment vessel and

management. Other sustainability systems included:

part research laboratory. To operate in and around the near
pristine environment of the Antarctic while leaving a near

•

zero footprint meant that it had to achieve unprecedented

Two sewage treatment plants for grey and black water from
the ship’s showers, toilets and kitchen.

levels of sustainability including zero emissions of all types.
•

For biosecurity, ballast water is treated in its own plant before
it’s used in the ship, and again before disposal.

The fit-out took place at Damen Naval over the course of
2020 when COVID-19 was at its height and, as well as having
to comply with the mandatory strict Antarctic environmental

•

Two sewage treatment plants for grey and black water from
the ship’s showers, toilets and kitchen.

regulations, the Australian Department of the Environment
and Energy required that it do so with at least twelve,
additional voluntary ones.

•

For biosecurity, ballast water is treated in its own plant before
it’s used in the ship, and again before disposal.
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•

The ship also has an oily water separator that removes three

•

times as much oil as a standard ship’s plant.
•

A garbage management system with a high temperature

directed to holding tanks for quarantine purposes.
•

incinerator, a glass shredder, and a cardboard compactor.
•

A fuel spill recovery system, with booms capable of encircling

Special collecting systems from laboratory sinks that can be

Bio security capture systems to reduce risk of introduction of
species, such as insects, to the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic.

•

the whole ship or protecting environmentally high-value areas if

Waste from the stations and vessel returned to Hobart in
containers.

there is a fuel spill.
•
•

Selective Catalytic Reduction units for the main engines to

Low level external lighting and window blinds to minimise bird
strikes.

limit NOX emissions.
Damen Naval worked with an exceptionally wide range of
•

Two economisers/boilers installed for waste heat recovery

suppliers and installers to equip this remarkable vessel to enable

from the exhaust gas lines.

it to deliver unprecedent levels of maritime sustainability while
operating in the most remote waters on the planet.
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Damen Triton

Using digitalisation to maximise the efficiency
of both the vessel and its crew
Damen’s Triton remote monitoring and operational insight system is a key component of the group’s drive to
generate efficiencies across every aspect of a vessel’s performance through digitalisation. The continuous
collection and analysis of data collected from sensors throughout a ship and its systems delivers benefits
ranging from the potential optimisation of fleet sizes , through better utilisation, to removing the need for most
visual inspections and so freeing up crew time for other tasks.

Damen Triton works by analysing data collected from over

focusing on doing the actual work required and avoid wastage

10,000 sensors throughout a ship and its systems, throughout

caused by over-maintenance. Data generated by the Triton

its lifetime. The potential benefits range from the optimisation of

system can also be shared with Damen’s worldwide Service Hub

fleet sizes through better utilisation to reducing fuel costs by

network, allowing them to prepare more effectively ahead of

comparing the economics of shore power versus onboard

a vessel arriving for maintenance, take advantage of local

generators when alongside.

sourcing and reduce the need for engineers to travel to a hub
to supply specialist expertise.

Triton systems are fully customisable to allow each user to
collect and analyse the data that they need and, as of the end of

Training a crew in the proper use of a Triton system is key to

2019, every new Damen vessel above 20 metres in length has

taking full advantage of all that it has to offer, not least because

the option of having one installed. The client can switch it off if

a vessel that operates at maximum efficiency is not only

they wish, but it does offer big advantages when it comes to the

economical to run but is also at peak sustainability with energy

vessel’s warranty. To date, more than 130 Damen vessels have

consumption and emissions minimised. This benefits everyone

already been connected, with more than 200 in the pipeline. In

and matches Damen’s own commitment to supporting

2020 it won the CIO Magazine Innovation Award 2020 from ICT

sustainability in the maritime industry, including moving towards

media with the jury recognising that “Damen is repositioning

circular production and the facilitation of more lifetime

itself as a digital maritime solution provider that assumes a

extensions.

leading role in an ecosystem of multiple sector suppliers.”
As a system Triton will continue to evolve incrementally to take
Making maintenance simpler and more targeted is just one of

advantage of new technologies and to meet customers’

the time and labour saving benefits that Triton has to offer.

demands. Coming soon are smart glasses to facilitate remote

Replacing laborious visual inspections with real-time remote

trouble-shooting when specialist expertise is required. These

monitoring from multi-function workstations is just one example.

will improve efficiency still further as a vessel will be able to keep

Crew members can also use their time more efficiently by

sailing while a complex diagnosis is being made.
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Into practice

Zero emissions
RSD Tug 2513 Bis Viridis
The Bis Viridis, meaning double green, is the first European tug with a
conventional propulsion system to comply with IMO Tier III regulations,
based on a competitive SCR system. It features 70 tonnes bollard pull in
both push and pull mode and patented Twin Fin skeg design.

Damen Ferries 2306 E3 for Arriva
With zero emissions driveline and optimal use of battery packs, the Damen
Ferry 2603 E3 offers lower operational costs. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) are used to minimise resistance through the water, while
cutting-edge software measured the relationship between engine torque
and propeller speed. The auto-mooring system ensures a secure
connection between the vessel and the charging infrastructure.

Road Ferry 9819
The vessel has the ability to sail fully electric and is therefore equipped
with a large battery capacity on board. Shore-based systems recharge
the vessel while loading/unloading.

Electrically driven Cutter Suction Dredger 650
With electric motors powering the dredge system makes zero emissions
dredging projects possible. Significant reduction in noise ensures the
dredger’s suitability for projects in densely populated and environmentally
sensitive areas.

Full hybrid patrol vessel for Amsterdam’s waternet foundation
The Waterspreeuw can be powered entirely by electricity with a 130
kilowatt electrically driven rudder propeller manufactured by Hydrosta
(six hours at an average cruising speed of 10 kilometres per hour).
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The importance of partnership in research
The energy transition is underway and there is no disguising

support is essential to drive adoption and development.

how big a challenge it is. To succeed it needs huge

The work that Damen is doing on sustainability covers a range of

amounts of money, regulations that support and direct it

activities and objectives:

without putting each country involved at a disadvantage
to overseas competition, and a lot of technological

	Sustainable refit, as mentioned above. Making existing fleets

development. Fortunately, it is a high priority for most

cleaner is one area that is highly relevant for our Repair and

developed governments who are willing to support it via

Conversion division, but one that is full of uncertainty as a wide

subsidies and R&D programmes. However, in order to

range of potential energy sources (and so emissions) are still

succeed the transition must become viable economically

being trialled.

with the subsidies and support eventually coming to an end.
Sustainability is a societal requirement, not an economic

	Sustainable building and operational excellence.

model, and so laws and regulations will have to be put in place

Standardisation and modularisation – two production methods

to ensure that the energy industry operates in a sustainable

in which Damen already has much experience – are already

manner.

becoming market requirements. Other issues here include the
need for vessels to be forward compatible, thereby extending

In the meantime, subsidies are a vital part of the transition

their lives and reducing wastage.

process to ensure that the necessary progress in both R&D and
the roll-out of new, clean energy systems takes place and to

	Digitalisation. This lies at the core of operational excellence

encourage risk-taking when it comes to trying new technologies.

and sustainability. Our Triton system enables operators to

In the Netherlands, the subsidies available for R&D activities in

monitor and analyse every aspect of the condition of their

the maritime industry have become significant with €60 million

vessels together with all their systems. This data can then

available for work on clean mobility. Government money is also

be used to ensure that they are working optimally, and to

available for owners looking to update their current vessels with

trigger adjustments where needed. Analysis of the same data

clean technologies. With fossil fuels still delivering cheaper and

gathered over the long term allows end-users to optimise

more consistent energy than the sustainable alternatives, this

operations and deliver energy efficiencies, and even contribute
to modifications to the design of the vessel itself.
At the heart of any ground-breaking R&D programme lies
collaboration, both between organisations, and between the
private and public sectors.
The EU is operating a framework programme and its second,
seven-year, phase named Horizon Europe is getting underway
now. Within it, the maritime sector is represented by the
Waterborne Technology Platform, of which Damen is a
member. As well as acting as a forum for goal-setting and
collaboration, it has a 530 million euro budget which will
contribute to an appreciable acceleration in R&D investment
into sustainable solutions.
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The Netherlands also has its own Green Deal which sets out
policy and also provides financial support for technology
development through its NL Maritime Land initiative. At
Damen, we understand that it is very important that we make
use of these policies and instruments to support our own
activities as quickly and effectively as possible. Its initial
budget was €70m for R&D and an additional €180m for rollout. However, with the government insisting that the R&D
should be cross sectoral, we joined forces with automotive
and aerospace companies and together have been invited
to tender for a €150m project instead of the planned €70
million. We are working on the proposal now for submission in
August. The fact that the government has begun funding the
country’s green transition demonstrates just how difficult it
will be, and the need to involve companies in developing the
business case.
Cooperation is crucial to both moving quickly and making the
best use of the budget. It is also essential because it’s about
business transformation, and that is not something that we
can do on our own. We need to work with our suppliers both
to ensure that our vessels are reliable and cost-effective,
and also because the transition requires major changes in
energy logistics and infrastructure. It is not just about product
changes, it’s about system changes.
However, the need to work together does make people uneasy,
not least because it’s not always clear who will be the winners
and who will be the losers. The uncertainty surrounding
sustainability also comes from the lack of clarity as to which
technologies will be adopted in which sectors from what is still
a wide field. This is particularly true for ocean-going vessels.
Each option has its own advantages and disadvantages.
In the meantime, we welcome the many challenges ahead
and are confident that Damen will play a significant role in the
development and construction of the clean and green vessels
of the future.
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Overview of the Damen innovation projects

Partnership for innovation
Transform – DCR initiative on energy transition
Performing strategic research on sustainable ship technologies including
investigating the applicability of alternative fuels to enable standardised and
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performance would then be, compared to diesel. Damen views methanol
positively positively in the short term for application across a wide
range of its vessels.

With the Dutch Ministry of Defence, a design study for a hydrographic recording vessel is also underway.
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Damen research & development projects

Mechanisms & Systems

Electrics & Automation

Sound & Vibration

•

•

Bunkering Control Standard

•

The Sound of Silence

•

Developing a control and

•

Looking at the vibro-acoustic behaviour

Finding and testing an alternative,
more environmentally-friendly antifouling system for box coolers. The
main focus is on Ultrasonic and

communication standard for shore

of fully electric ships where the

Ultraviolet technology which offer a

charging

dominant sources of noise are electric

sustainable trade off
•

devices, air/water flow and outside
•

Electrical Sustainable Power Lab

•

Realisation of a laboratory for

ventilation

Exploration of future drive lines to
reduce greenhouse gases

•

electrification testing and development
•

PURSUIT – a major project looking at
developing underwater sound level

Complete hydrogen storage systems

predictions using numerical methods
including finite element analysis. The

•

Exploring the relative advantages of

amount of material to be modelled is

storing hydrogen below or on deck

substantially more than conventional
FEA as it includes the air and water

•

Evaluating methanol as a fuel

•

Development of IGF & HAZID proof

surrounding the structure
•

methanol fuel system architecture

TBX-N&V NWO NOISOURCE numerical prediction and validation of
propeller sound

•

TBX-N&V LowNoise – extension of
CRS PROCAL/Excalibur programme
looking at predicting the underwater
sounds make by propeller forms
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Circular economy
Damen Shipyards is a worldwide operating company with 37

We foresee major changes and improvements in the coming

shipyards and is a manufacturer of capital intensive assets

years with regard to three aspects of our business;

with lifecycles that span decades. We actively support our

sustainability, servitisation supported by digitalisation, and

customers during these lifecycles with maintenance, repair

operational excellence. Rather than distinct strategic

and conversion services that aim to retain much of the value

spearheads, these are strongly interconnected and support

that we created in the design, engineering and newbuild phase.

our ambition to achieve a circular economy.
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Damen and the circular economy action agenda
for capital equipment
Damen is actively involved in the Capital Equipment Coalition (CEC)

•

Expanding the green passport services of our portfolio

for a circular economy, as part of the Platform for Accelerating the

and focusing on creating this service as a standard for our

Circular Economy (PACE).

vessels. We have already integrated principles of circularity
to parts of our vessels and delivered presentations to internal

“Capital equipment is the buildings, machines, and infrastructure

stakeholders. During a special project, we analysed the life

we use to keep our societies running. It includes everything from

cycle possibilities of insulation material and laid the first

computer servers to medical scanners, power plants to cars,

steps of a blueprint, including metrics. Further developing and

trains, and ships. They are generally expensive to produce, and

implementing metrics will be one of our priorities in the coming

they are products that are designed, built and acquired to last,

years.

often staying in use for several decades.
Our repair and conversion yards' facilities continue to offer the
A circular economy for capital equipment is important because

possibility of extending the lifecycles of vessels. One of our

its production uses 7.2 million tons of raw materials every year,

Rotterdam yards is a certified dismantling facility that offers our

including large amounts of high value metal and mineral

customers responsible and circular end-of-life options.

resources. Because of the higher value at stake, the capital
equipment sector is leading the way in many aspects of the

With our Smart Ship project we are working on the digitalisation

transition to a circular economy. For example, its customers,

of Damen vessel. This will give us insights into the full lifecycle.

mostly in a business-to-business setting, are more used to

With this, we will be able to offer clients specific advice on the

service-based business models which can lead to higher

best ways to extend the life of their assets.

circularity.”
The green passport is offered as option to our customers to
facilitate better traceability of hazardous materials used in the
With its participation in the CEC, Damen has committed to:

production and maintenance of their vessels.

•

Developing a blueprint learning module for increasing

Our next steps:

employee awareness and skills in the field of circular

Circularity can only be achieved if all the personnel involved in

marketing, sales, design, and procurement.

the design, production and repair are aware of it, therefore we
will work on developing more communication tools (for all

•

Commercially offering the possibilities for asset owners to

employees) and train designers, procurement, marketing and

carry out second life operations.

sales to be able to design for the full lifecycle of a vessel. We will
also start measuring our efforts toward a circular economy and

•

Developing services to assure end-of-life requirements

include this in our reporting for more transparency.

are carried out in a responsible and circular manner, when
necessary at the assets' end of technical and economic life.
•

Continuing to fully close the loop on lifecycle support to our
clients by 2025. Therefore, digitalising Damen-built vessels to
gain insight into the full lifecycle of each vessel and so provide
advice on optimal use to extend asset lifetime.
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Damen governance structure

By the beginning of 2020 Damen had already decided on a

The Damen Leadership Team meets regularily, either in its

new divisional structure with the objective of having more

entirety with the leadership of the different divisions and global

control and governance over how business was conducted.

business support present or board members only to discuss

The previous structure had not worked as well as had been

operations, including strategic themes. An update on the most

hoped, but the new structure delivered seven divisions each

relevant sustainability KPIs is provided every quarter to ensure

with its own business plan and profit and loss account, all

effectiveness is assessed and eventual measures taken in a

closely monitored via quarterly meetings.

timely manner.

A two-tier board was introduced with a clear segregation of

Risk management has also been tightened up in 2020 with

governance and transparency of who was responsible for what.

formation of a risk board that will evaluate and approve new

This represented a clarification for the company in terms of

projects, so as to avoid any errors. It will also advise the

accountability and responsibility and delivered a well-defined

Executive Board on all projects with a value above 15 million

structure that forms the basis for future success.

euro. The new risk board is coordinated by the chairman and is
multi-disciplinary, with representatives from the compliance,

The Executive Board consists of five members, each with

legal, project management, engineering and other departments

individual responsibilities and tasks. Each directs a different

undertaking the peer review process and issuing green, amber

organisational segment in their effort to pursue the Damen

and red advisories. The aim is to get the Board involved earlier in

strategy. The Executive Board reports to the Supervisory Board.

the project timetable than previously, when the decision needs
to be made whether to bid or not. To support this a group risk

The divisions are directed by the Executive Board. They each

officer function is being proposed to monitor risk on a group-

have their own value propositions and focus on distinct product

wide basis.

and market combinations. Each division has clear and
transparent accountability for the profit and loss within its arena

Looking further ahead, the current governance structure is also

while implementing the Damen strategy in its business plans and

under review to see if it can be improved.

achieving set targets.
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Supervisory Board
Kommer Damen
Chairman

Annelies Damen

Henk
Rottinghuis

Bert Greven

Jurgen van
Breukelen

Executive Board
Arnout Damen

Chief Executive Officer
Strategic Theme:
Sustainability

Marc van Heyningen
Chief Operations Officer

Andreas Fluhrer

Chief Transformation Officer

Jan-Wim Dekker

Chief Commercial Officer

Strategic Theme:
Operational Excellence

Damen Maritime
Ventures

Damen Mid Sized
Vessels

Damen Services

Martin de Bruijn

Rik van Prooijen

Mark Vermeulen

Rutger Blaauw

Managing Director

Chief Finance Officer

Strategic Theme:
Digitalisation

Damen
Workboats

Managing Director

Ronald Suhlmann

Managing Director

Managing Director

Damen Yachting

Damen Naval

Damen
Shiprepair &
Conversion

Rose Damen

Hein van Ameijden

Ton Remmelzwaan

Managing Director

Managing Director

Managing Director

Note: during 2020, Tom Touber was performing the role of Chief Finance Officer ad interim.
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Executive Board

Arnout Damen (CEO)
Age 50, male
Has worked 10 years at Damen Shipyards Group as CEO, CCO and COO, before that
Managing Director at Navingo BV, started career as Founder and CEO of DBL
Investments Real Estate
Year of appointment: since 2008 as non-executive board member, 2020 as CEO
Jan-Wim Dekker (CCO)
Age 53, male
Has worked at Damen since 1994, since 2015 in leading position as CPO, followed by
COO and since 2020 as CCO.
Year of appointment: 2014
Marc van Heyningen (COO)
Age 55, male
Employed at Fluor in various (management) positions since 1990; most recently as
Vice President of Operations. Since 2020 COO at Damen Shipyards Group.
Year of appointment: 2020
Ronald Suhlmann (CFO)
Age 46, male
Started his career at Ballast Nedam in 1999, served the company in several positions
and moved to Damen in 2015, where he was Financial Director of both Naval and
Yachting divisions.
Year of appointment: 2021
Andreas Fluhrer (CTO)
Age 44, male
Senior Managing Director in the Corporate Finance Practice of FTI Consulting in Spain.
He brings more than 15 years of varied experience in delivering operational and financial
performance improvement programmes across a wide range of industries. He has
undertaken assignments throughout Europe, the USA and Latin America.
Year of appointment: 2019
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Supervisory Board
Kommer Damen (chairman)
Age 76, male
Took over Damen Shipyards from father Jan in 1969, since then founder, CEO and
chairman of Damen Group; visionary
Year of appointment: 1983
Annelies Damen
Age 52, female
After her studies at the University Nijenrode (BBA), started her career in the business
world on a high level (sales, marketing and real estate). In 2006 changed direction to fine
art photography after graduating from the Academy of Photography in Amsterdam;
Year of appointment: 2020
Jurgen van Breukelen
Age 51, male
Background info: worked at KPMG Netherlands between 1994 and 2015, the last 15 years
as a partner, since 2007 a member of the Board of Directors and later as CEO. Today he
is, among other roles, Chairman of the Board of Directors of The Altice Group. In the past
he was Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Van Gansewinkel Groep and Chairman of
the Board of Bosal.
Year of appointment: 2020
Ancillary positions: He fulfills a number of advisory and supervisory functions.
Bert Greven
Age 68, male
Background info: started at Rabobank in 1975 and retired from the bank last year.
He continues his career as associate partner at Avaxa Debt Advisors.
Year of appointment: 2020
Ancillary positions: he has taken on a number of advisory and supervisory positions,
including that of advisor to the board at the shipping company Royal Wagenborg.
Henk Rottinghuis
Age 64, male
Henk was CEO and Chairman of Pon Holdings from 2001 to 2010. He joined Pon in 1993
and became a member of its executive board in 1999. Before that, he held senior
management positions at Koninklijke Nedlloyd Group. Since his retirement from Pon,
he has held several supervisory board and non-executive director positions, among
others at Royal Bank of Scotland, Blokker, DRG, Stork and CRH.
Year of appointment: 2020
Ancillary positions: chair of the supervisory board of Royal BAM and chairman of the
supervisory board of Koole Terminals
Remuneration Policy
Members of the Executive Board have a contract of employment with Damen Shipyards
Group, and receive a fixed base salary as well as short term and long term incentives in
line with the results of the Damen Group and realised objectives.
The remuneration of the members of the supervisory board consists of a fixed annual fee
and a fee for each committee meeting that is attended.
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Reshaping the Damen tax function
Damen operates all over the world in many foreign
jurisdictions, each with its own tax regime. The tax function
analyses the tax status for all Damen business processes
(e.g. sales, procurement, global mobility) and provides advice
on its obligations and risks. In keeping with its corporate
social responsibilities, Damen’s policy is that the tax follows
the business. Damen does not make use of tax havens and
refrains from aggressive tax planning.

To facilitate this the Damen tax function has started out by:
• Defining Damen’s approach to tax (defining
a Damen tax code of conduct).
• Defining Damen’s approach to the tax function
(formalising its mandate, roles and responsibilities).
• Defining Damen’s tax strategy for the next
2-3 years.
• Mapping a tax risk universe and deducing the
key tax risks and controls.

Currently Damen’s tax function has a tax control framework
with fine-grained processes of control – sometimes ad hoc –

The code of conduct will consist of five key commitments:

that enables Damen to be in control. Damen Shipyards Group

to; compliance, efficiency, certainty and comfort; risk

does not have a cooperative compliance covenant.

management, and good governance.

The cooperative compliance roll out by the Dutch tax

Twenty key tax risks and controls have been identified. The tax

authorities for Damen has provided a natural momentum to

function in cooperation with the divisions are in the process

strategically re-think the tax function with an aim to make it

of mapping all tax processes and placing the key tax controls

more effective and to anticipate better on future business

therein. Furthermore, a monitoring has been developed to test

developments as well as a changing tax landscape.

the effectiveness of the key tax controls on a periodic basis.

As a result the tax control framework is in the process of being
further professionalised to enable measurement, documenting
and monitoring of tax controls. In other words, being capable
of demonstrating Damen Shipyards Group is in control.
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Central monitoring
Defining key performance indicators (KPI) is essential to ensuring that we are moving in
the right direction. The implementation of relevant and reliable KPIs that can support
decision making is a challenging process. During 2020, we focused on tightening financial
controls while safety and environmental monitoring was further professionalised.

Tightening financial controls

right direction. We have since had the confidence to continue the

The challenging circumstances over the 2019 financial year

process independently, in part by introducing Enterprise

resulted in an unprecedented loss for the group and was then

Performance Management solutions to maintain the five-year

closely followed by the arrival of COVID-19. With orders and

plan as a living, evolving document.

payments already delayed, the pandemic had an additional
negative effect on cashflow. These events triggered wholesale

As with our products, digitalisation has become a key feature

reviews of our operational procedures and financial

of our financial management processes with dashboards being

management and as a result we have undertaken a complete

introduced to monitor financial performance; in particular,

overhaul of our planning, monitoring and budgeting processes.

liquidity. One result of this is that divisional financial reviews by
the executive board have been increased in frequency from

Immediate actions have included a drive to finalise contracts for

annually to quarterly, and reporting will soon be taking place

projects already under discussion by introducing new incentives,

monthly.

together with the inception of bi-weekly meetings with our
stakeholders to ensure that everyone with an interest in the group

Large scale projects, which typically arise in the defence,

is kept up to date with our actions and circumstances. We are

yachting and multi-service vessel sectors, are also now being risk

pleased to say that both the government and our bankers have

assessed over the period of the five year plan. Other actions that

been very supportive.

we have taken have included making a concerted effort to reduce
our stock levels, with good results, particularly in early 2021 as

A wide range of initiatives have been implemented to tighten

demand has returned. We are also confident that our focus on

financial controls. We have moved from one-year business plans

emerging technologies typified by rising levels of automation and

to a five-year planning structure, in order to better align with the

other innovations such as the implementation in the superyacht

long-term focus of the group. With many of our contracts and

sector of SAP and connection to EMP, gives us a sustainable

assets, such as stock, being of long durations, we had been

competitive advantage.

applying short term planning to long term issues, and that has
now been addressed.

While the 2020 financial year also ended with a significant loss,
this was largely as a result of the COVID-19 situation that was

The first of the new five-year plans was drafted in the summer of

occurring throughout that period, and still represented a big

2020, with external expertise initially brought in to guide us in the

improvement on the year before.
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A new clarity of purpose for the years ahead
Mid Sized Vessels: a new divisional structure also triggered

expectations. In all, the goal is to rebuild MSV on a basis of

reorganisations of the divisions, including Mid Sized Vessels

good decision making.

(MSV). A number of product groups were not sustainable
from a business perspective. Portfolios overlapped, there was

The buy-in of all our personnel is also important to us. We

insufficient control and transparency, and market intelligence

have held engagement sessions with division staff, sharing the

was insufficient. The result was a number of major projects

story of what we are doing and why it makes sense to follow

that did not benefit the group.

this process. We have had to reduce the headcount, so it is
important to make the right decisions to ensure that we can

A particular problem was a lack of long-term vision and this

deliver the results that are needed. New ways of thinking need

was among the first issues to be addressed. This required

time to be fully implemented and each project is different from

first a better understanding of the markets and the forces

the last, so the process cannot be rushed.

that drive them, and then putting initiatives in place to
identify the opportunities available before assembling the

Transparency regarding controls and finances has also been

necessary marketing and sales resources to acquire new

tightened up to ensure that all costs are fully anticipated

business. Previously we hadn’t planned in such an organised

and accounted for in each project. With MSV being a project

and analytical way, and roles within the division needed to

business rather than a product business it is vital to monitor

have better clarity of purpose. The commercial function,

the number of hours being booked for each contract to

which sits between production and marketing and plays an

ensure that they are money well spent.

essential role in determining where the opportunities lie in any
particular market and its product groups, was one such area

Looking at our markets, low emissions and general

that benefited from a thorough reappraisal.

sustainability are increasingly a standard part of the solutions
that our customers seek but requirements can vary widely

Today our markets and portfolios are clearly defined and we

between markets with some placing it well behind other

are focusing on the areas where we can make a difference.

priorities, notably performance and cost. However, for those

Our primary focus is on the EU market, where price levels are

clients that do seek sustainable solutions, Damen is a good fit.

different and we can offer propositions with added value. And
our organisation continues to evolve as we become leaner

Offshore wind offers new opportunities for us, particularly

and more efficient, and so more competitive. We are also

with floating turbines positioned well offshore getting closer

starting a range of renewables programmes, especially in

to being rolled out in volume. Building the large floating

Northern Europe.

platforms needed will bring new challenges and new
regulatory requirements. Getting the quality right will be vital

Leadership is vital to ensure that we remain focused, and

for success.

where decisions are made by the Executive Board, the new
ways of working need to be implemented consistently. For

Succeeding in the decades ahead will depend on being

MSV this means getting new structures and working practises

able to adapt to the needs of the customers with regard to

in place such as the use of bid/no-bid forms and a standard

sustainability as well as performance, cost and much more.

approval process for contracts. We are also involving

This is what the market demands, and what we have to offer in

customers in our strategy to ensure that we are meeting their

order to succeed.
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Retooling the Services Division
The Services Division is best known for being the department

Transforming portfolio and management systems, taking more

responsible for fulfilling the group’s warrantee obligations

control over our activities, and focusing on our customers, not

to its newbuild vessels by sending engineers out all over

least by lowering the barriers between departments to ensure

the world. But over the past few years the way we conduct

good communication, were all disrupted by the arrival

our business has had to change, not least because rapid

of COVID-19.

expansion had led to an erosion of central control. To rebuild
the organisation we adopted a strategy called Services 2020

Implementing the changes with no physical interactions was

which is designed to enable us to align with other divisions.

very challenging. However, once the new tooling is in place

The aim is to ensure the continued growth we had been

and the new processes up and running we will once again be

seeing and to equip us to operate in a controlled way.

adaptable and more area focused.

In 2020 we have defined what IT architecture will enables us to

We are seeing the potential of making vessels more

further utilise our Service Hub strategy.

sustainable through refit, with possible financial support of
the Damen Financial Services Division for green vessels.

Taking full advantage, through our existing IT infrastructure,

This will overlap with our repair facilities as Services has no

of the global hub network , each with its own area of

assets of its own, but this is part of us being where the clients

responsibility, has cut down on the travel required and the

need us to be. The Yachting and Naval divisions have specific

accompanying cost and pollution, while bringing us closer to

requirements and we cooperate when needed, and it is very

our customers. Developing these local assets comes about

useful to have access to their specialised services.

when we have customers that are already there or when
we identify the need for our services in the local market.

So for Damen Services the future is local presences linked

For example, we are happy to work on any non-Damen vessels

to local sourcing. In the future we will see more and more

that are operated by our customers. Cooperation with our

locally-based generic engineers with specialist knowledge

suppliers also plays an important role. We can either offer their

and capacity in the Netherlands accessible through physical

services under our name or present ourselves to the market

presence on-site or through digital means. It’s a new era in

side-by-side.

focus and efficiency.
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Code of Conduct & Policies
Effective compliance risk management is vital for Damen's

Damen has developed eight code of conducts, endorsed by the

sustainable and profitable growth. Our goal is to protect

Executive Board, to ensure compliance to international regulations

individuals working for Damen as well as Damen and its

in our companies and supply chain. Our code of conducts are

reputation by managing compliance risk. The compliance

available in eleven languages, and accompanied by specific

function acts as an independent and objective function

training/e-learning programmes to ensure our employees and

within Damen. The group compliance officer assisted by two

suppliers are aware of their rights and responsibilities.

business compliance officers is responsible for the execution
of the compliance program.

Damen is committed to conducting its operation in line with the
UN Global Compact’s ten principles in the area of human rights,

The group compliance officer reports directly to the Executive

Labour, the environment, anti-bribery and anti-corruption and the

Board on the progress of the compliance programme and on

OECD anti-bribery convention.

key risks and incidents and quarterly attends and reports to the
Audit and Risk Management Committee.

Our compliance officer has an independent status and reports
to the highest level of the organisation. Damen has a contracted

The Executive Board is accountable for compliance with

external party that support with its impartial input in disputes and

legislation. Oversight is provided by the Audit and Risk

complaints.

Committee that reviews the quarterly compliance reports and
the yearly external auditors report.
The following code of conducts are available:
Last year was an atypical year, COVID-19 meant that there were
far fewer opportunities for misdemeanors or code violations.

• Code of Conduct General Business Principles

We registered only twelve incidents last year. This gave us the

• Personal and Business integrity

opportunity to focus on the new Code of Conduct to update

• Whistle-blower Policy

it and align with our core values. Unfortunately, the roll-out

• Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy

planned for the end of 2020 was delayed due to the pandemic.

• Export Control and Sanctions Policy

When it happens, it will be a global launch by four members of

• Competition Policy

the executive board to stress just how important these values

• Financial Compliance Policy

are to the operations of the group and that Damen genuinely

• Retention Policy

cares about sustainability and places it at the centre of all that
we do.
They are available in the following languages:
We are also planning to take compliance to a new level.
We are already World Bank accredited, but we can do more.

• Dutch

Specifically, we want to achieve the new ISO 27001 certification,

• English

which relates to information security, and for this we will be

• Spanish

appointing a new group compliance officer. This is being taken

• Romanian

very seriously, with the department ultimately doubling its

• Polish

capacity and budget.

• Russian
• French

Our legal department is also going to be split into a divisional

• Turkish

structure, each separate from one another. Each division will

• Chinese

have dedicated legal counsels with the aim of getting them

• Arabic

closer to the shop floor.

• Vietnamese
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The code of conduct cover, among other things, the following

Health and Safety is also part of our international audit

relevant topics:

programme, and includes facilities such as dormitories, toilets,
food processing.

Child labour
Child labour is prohibited in our entire supply chain.

Freedom of Associations & right to collective Bargaining

We perform third party audits with our suppliers and yard

Damen Holding and other local Damen locations are affiliated

premises on a regular basis. This includes looking into HR

with different trade unions. Freedom of association is part

administration.

of our code of conduct, and also part of the ISO 45001
certification process (as workers' representatives should

Damen employs young workers as part of their study

be elected).

programmes (apprenticeship, internship, graduating),
under strict regulation as set out in our HR manual, which

Discrimination

has a dedicated chapter for young workers that includes

Damen internal policies ensure that no discrimination is

remuneration.

tolerated. Our communication around health and safety and
sustainability is designed to be non-discriminatory for race,

Forced or compulsory labour

religion, gender, etc.

Forced or compulsory labour is prohibited in our supply chain.
Where applicable, Damen also offers the possibility for
All policies regarding labour are centralised at our holding HR

employees to practice their religion (e.g. prayer rooms are

department, tha ensures all Damen employees have the same

available).

basic rights.
Disciplinary practices
All our yards have an HR structure in place that ensures

No physical or mental abuse is allowed. Our whistle-blower

compliance with local regulations.

policy ensure employees are safe to report any issue. We have
trusted employees, trained to receive these kinds of report and

Health and Safety

handle them accordingly with external professional support.

All Damen entities are certified ISO 45001. In line with the
standard, we have analysed the context of our organisation,

Issues are reported to the Executive Board immediately.

determined the risk and opportunities as well as the regulatory
requirements to provide a healthy and safe work environment

Working hours

for workers and subcontractors.

Working hours, hroughout the Damen organisation, conform
to our internal policies and do not exceed 48 hours per week.

Damen has a Group Health and Safety Programme that is

Overtime might be needed on a non-regular basis. This

available in all relevant languages and includes:

overtime is compensated according to internal policies.

•

Communication tools (for training information but also

Remuneration

reporting).

Damen has a central system for job categorisation and

•

Standards and guiding principles for safe working.

remuneration (FUWA – migrating to HAY in 2021), including

•

Yard specific booklets, instructions, etc.

a target setting, mid-year review and yearly appraisal with
financial benefits when targets are achieved.

Ref – www.DamenGripOnSafety.com
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Workboats: a new model
Damen workboats holds quarterly review meetings

some time and lots of steps. The number of ship types

and monthly update meetings to discuss the financial

will have to be reduced, construction will be based around

status, general progress, and discuss the latest business

modularisation, and work will need to be done with suppliers

forecasts. The nature of the business is to focus on

to create the right logistical models. As a framework it

products rather than projects. As a result, operational

introduces improvements that were needed anyway and

excellence and technology are very important. For this

the process is already showing results, however it is a

reason, reducing the breadth of the portfolio to bring

longer term change process. Yet lead times will fall as will

more focus and series-built products will help take

engineering time, which should become zero for standard

operational excellence to the next level.

models and much less than before when it comes to adding
options and variances. Workboats is already seeing positive

Damen’s customers expect short delivery times. Until

first results.

recently the group has responded by building for stock,
which is effective but expensive. Damen Workboats

As mentioned above, suppliers have an important role to

recognises that this has to be done in a smarter way, so the

play in this transition. However, the choice is limited. Our

new approach is 'assemble to order'. This requires careful

supplier code of conduct is applied systematically, but the

balancing as a yard cannot simply be stopped and started.

results are not always easy to observe. Damen expects its

So to assemble to order, the yards must build products for

suppliers to work according to the terms of their contracts,

which there is steady demand. Every module must be in

which includes the Supplier Code of Conduct, but more

stock and assembly must be right first time. 50/50/5 is a key

attention to its application needs to be paid in the future.

improvement programme for the division that prepares us

With some key suppliers, like Song Cam as a hull supplier,

for assemble to order and drives operational excellence.

it sets measurable targets and monitors how well they are

To get this new way of working to be effective will take

reaching them. More work is being done in this area.
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The arrival of COVID-19 resulted in a large reduction in travelling by the purchasing
department as it moved quickly to a digital model. Where possible, more purchasing was
executed locally, making it cost efficient as well as sustainable. New technologies that were
introduced then have since been bedded down for the long term. Using local staff more has
had many advantages, not least that they can be trained to commission suppliers’ products.
With Damen’s emphasis on standardisation this is efficient as it can then be done
repeatedly. The remote commissioning process has yet to be formalised but it has great
potential.
Damen works closely with its suppliers to, where necessary, improve their safety and working
conditions. It has also introduced new terms and conditions that place new emphasis on
compliance with its code of conduct. Once a supplier has accepted a Damen purchase
number they are obliged to conform with the code. When they build new factories it also
encourages them to take the opportunity to become greener.
Cooperation is the future and Damen recognises the need for partnerships in a world of
increasing complexity. It is vital to understand that they are essential in order to integrate and
increase efficiency. For that reason, it is important to keep reviewing the market to find the
best suppliers. Leasing equipment and systems, much as people do with private vehicles, is
another service that is being explored that again offers efficiencies.
Sustainability of course is a consistent theme, not only in the way that the business is conducted,
but also in the products themselves. One example of innovative thinking was that of specifying that
flooring should be made thinner so that significantly fewer containers would be required to
transport the same amount.
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Damen Naval supply chain

Managing complexity
Damen Naval has operated a divisional structure for some

For Dutch programmes we prefer to use Dutch suppliers for

time, with procurement, engineering, support and other

work that we contract out, but we also use regional suppliers to

functions decentralised. As a result, recent elsewhere in

support us on newbuilds on the basis that security is a regional

the group haven’t affected us much. In total our purchasing

issue. For projects built overseas, such as the Mexican POLA

departments employ just 38 people, managing all the inputs

frigate, the major, high-tech components and systems are

for newbuilds, mid-life upgrades and spare parts across all

sourced from well-known companies. However, for the general

our projects.

build and fitting-out we source as much as we can in the host
nation, boosting the local economy and shipbuilding industry.

Our buying procedures are designed to obtain the best
products and materials at the best prices. When we receive

Offsetting the cost of such projects is important to ensure

a proposal from a supplier we then then go out to the market

political support for expensive projects. Additionally, the

and obtain twenty more quotes which are then shown to our

generation of offset credits in this way can be used by other

sales department for them to make the decision. In this way we

divisions. As part of a newbuild proposal in an emerging

purchase everything from cannons to main engines, and from

country, Damen may well include upgrading the shipyard,

sanitary products to steel.

training its personnel in new skills and assisting in the
development of local supplier networks. It is a win-win situation

All our suppliers have to go through our supplier qualification

for everyone involved and generates much goodwill.

process. This starts with a questionnaire covering their
ownership structure, annual report, reference, ISO

Having supply chains that seamlessly interlink all the

certifications, HSEQ management and codes of conduct.

departments involved is vital for Damen Naval. We are involved

A more detailed audit may be required if there is a particular

in many of the most complex projects that the Damen Group

reason for this. Thereafter we use standard request forms for

undertakes. The new Antarctic Supply Research Vessel

quotes and contract templates for continuity.

(ASRV) built for the Australian government is one example.
Within one hull is an icebreaker, a tanker, a research and survey

We like to establish long-term relationships with our suppliers,

vessel and more besides, all of which functions have to work

providing that their performance remains good and we get to

effectively alongside each other. These are challenges that we

know their people well. However, we are continually evaluating

welcome and managing the highly complex supply chains that

the market to ensure that we are obtaining the best products

occur as a result is an important part of our success.

and services for our customers.
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Abbreviation list
AR

Augmented Reality

ARM

ARM Juarez, a Mexican version of the Damen SIGMA 10514 frigate

ASD

Azimuth Stern Drive

ASRV

Antarctic Supply Research Vessel

BAM

Construction and Concrete Projects plc;

BBA

Bachelor of Business Administration

BC

BC Ferries (British Columbia Coast)

BV

Besloten vennootschap - private company

CCO

Chief Commercial Officer

CEC

Capital Equipment Coalition

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

CIO

Chief Information Officer

COO

Chief Operation Officer

COVID-19

Coronavirus disease of 2019

CPO

Chief Product Officer

CRH

CRH is the leading global diversified building materials business in the world, employing 76,600 people at 3,100
locations worldwide

CRS

Cooperative Research Ships

CTO

Chief Transition Officer

DACS

Design and Analysis of Communication Systems

DBL

Double Bottom Line

DCR

Development Co-operation Report

DEGd

Damen Engineering Gdansk

DMC

Damen Marine Component

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid

DRG

Detailresult Groep N.V. (DRG) is a Dutch, family-owned enterprise that owns and operates leading supermarket

DS

Damen Shipyards

DSCS

Damen Song Cam Shipyard

DSNS

Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding

DTA

Double Tax Agreement

DTC

Damen Technical Cooperation

DYS

Damen Ychang Shipyard

ECO
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N.V. Bataafsche Aanneming Maatschappij van Bouw- en Betonwerken - Batavian Construction Company for

THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION NOTATIONS FOR
VESSELS - ECO notation publicly demonstrates commitment to running an environmentally sound business

ERP

Enterprise resource planning

ESG

Environmental, Social, and Governance

ESUS

Environmental SUStainability

EU

European Union

EUR

Euro

FTI

Forensic Technologies International

FUWA

Functiewaardering - Job family system

GA

General Arangement

(GEDG)

Green Export Development Guarantee

GHG

Greenhouse gases

GMM

Green Maritime Methanol

GRIP

Governance of Risks and Incidents Prevention

HAY

Job family system

HAZID

Hazard Identification
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HR

Human Resources

HSE

Health Safety and Envionment

HSEQ

Health, Safety, Envionment and Quality

ICT

Information communications technology

IFS

Industrial and Financial Systems

IGF

International Code of Safety for Ships using Gases or other Low-flashpoint Fuels

ILO

International Labour Organisation

IPMA

International Project Management Association

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

IT

Information Technology

JINC

Jongeren INCorporated - Association for children development

JIP

Joint Industry Projects

KPI

Key Performance Indicators

KPMG

Kleynveld Peat Marwick Goerdele

KSG

Koninklijke Schelde Groep BV

LED

Light Emitting Diode

MBA

Master in Business and Administration

MD

Managing Director

MS

Microsoft

MSV

Mid Sized Vessels

MWh

Megawatt-hour

NGO

Non Governmental Organisations

NL

Netherlands

NOX

Nitrogen Oxides

NWO

Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek - Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

PACE

Platform for Accelerating the Circular Economy

PESTLE

Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal, and Environmental

PLM

Product lifecycle management

POW

Personenvervoer over water - Passenger transport over water

PROCAL

Propeller analysis tool

PSV

Platform Supply Vessel

QC

Quality Control

RAMSSES

Realisation and Demonstration of Advanced Material Solutions for Sustainable and Efficient Ships

RNLN

Royal Netherlands Nav

ROI

Return on Investment

RSD

Reversed Stern Drive Tug

SRV

Supply Research Vessel

SAP

Systems Applications and Products in Data Processin

SDG

Sustainable Development Goals

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics

TNO

Toegepast-natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek - applied science research

UN

United Nations

URN

Underwater radiated noise

US

United States

USA

United States of America

VR

Virtual Reality
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Context analysis
As part of our strategic approach to sustainability, we analysed

Technology

the environment in which we operate including contextual

Damen is faced with the challenges presented by ever-changing

matters relating to political, economic and social/cultural

technological innovations. The consideration of consumer

influences, technological developments, environmental issues

technological innovation along with product and production

and legal influences (PESTLE). Multiple stakeholders and

process innovation remains a crucial factor in ensuring that Damen

interested parties were involved and/or considered when

stays an attractive employer and supplier.

developing this analysis.
Legal
Political

Damen must adapt to different regulatory landscapes due to its

As Damen is a global business, the changing political environment

international customer portfolio and local manufacturing facilities.

can have a significant impact on business. Essentially, Damen

The various types of regulations must be structurally monitored to

needs to continuously monitor international government related

ensure compliance in relation to products, employees and

customers, local manufacturing companies (low labour-cost

production processes.

countries) and traveling employees.
Environment
Economics

Climate change is becoming a top priority for a significant number

Economic factors such as inflation, stock market instability,

of Damen’s stakeholders. Environmental factors including weather,

exchange rates and taxation affect Damen’s growth rate, the

climate change, carbon footprint, pollution and the consumption of

purchasing power of customers and revenue. Low revenues can

raw material are becoming strictly monitored and regulated,

influence the image of the company, in relation to (potential)

placing high expectations on companies to improve their practices.

customers.
Social
Due to its worldwide operations, Damen has to take account of
different and variable social attitudes. These differences require
the company to adapt its culture accordingly without losing its
identity. The need to manage frequent employee travel and the
impact we have on local communities and manufacturing, at all our
different sites, remains a great influence on our strategy.
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Our stakeholder approach

Hereunder is a schematic summary of the risks and opportunities identified.

Political

Economical

Social

R - Changing Rules
& Regulations

R - Slow growth
due to energy
transition strategic
choices

O - Different
cultures influencing
Damen due to
international
operations

R -Differences of
Rules & Regulations
between the
different markets
O - Subsidies
and Grants due
to country /
area adoption of
sustainable policies

O – Customer
Finance & Ship as a
service
R – higher labour
costs as low-wages
countries evolve

R - Governmental
crisis influencing
order intake.

O – Sustainable
focus in tendering
opening new
possibilities

R – nonendorsement of
human right / ILO in
operating countries

O – Sustainable
compliance
opening financing
opportunities

R - Income
distribution
between and within
Damen companies
R - Local sick
leave and incident
regulations
O - Attitude toward
sustainability
R – Human rights
violation in supply
chain

Technological
R – Different
requirements in
different markets
R – uncertainty in
energy transition
O – New
technologies and
innovation
O - Automation
O – green solutions
O – closer contact
with employees
and stakeholder
(Social media,
technological
infrastructures)

Legal
R – different
regulatory
landscape for
product and
operations
R – Legislation on
new technologies
O – Legislation on
carbon emission
and pollution
O - Data protection
R – enforcement of
new international
new regulations
(e.g. ballast water)
R – cross-border
regulations

Environmental
O - Customer
/ government
expectations
O – positive impact
by control of
emissions, natural
resources and
waste
O – Eco-efficient
projects leading to
cost savings
O – development of
new technologies
O – Positive image
of Damen, green
products attract
employees and
customers

R – Suppliers
need to align their
strategy

The PESTLE analysis is used to identify risks and opportunity in our value chain. These are discussed and classified by multidisciplinary teams
(including executive level) to identify those that may have a potentially significant impact on our organisation (high chance & impact). Significant
risks and opportunities are further analysed to determine the needed control or enhancing actions to integrate them into our strategy.
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Key stakeholders expectations and strategies to address them
In close cooperation with internal (at all levels of the

engagement, and the eventual findings will be shared when

organisation) and external interested parties, we have identified

needed. Different communication tools have been developed

Damen stakeholders and assessed their influence on our

and presentations given on this approach at various levels of the

business. The different stakeholders have been approached

organisation (top management, divisions management, sales

(mostly digitally) to discuss their long term expectations and

community, general employees, etc.).

how best to address them in our strategy. During those
dialogues (and also an internal survey for young employees) the

During our exchange with stakeholders, eventual issues were

Damen approach to the SDGs was discussed. The top

addressed. All stakeholders, internal and external, have access

management of Damen is also closely involved in stakeholder

to our Whistle Blower Policy.

Stakeholder

Power

Expectations / issues / focus

Strategy

Clients

High

(future ready) compliance
Responsible HSE policy on all manufacturing
locations
State of the art products (“Dutch design”)
Innovative, future proof, products and production
processes (forward compatibility).
Proactive approach on climate change
Reliability of information (product – production –
use)
Timely notification of incidents and other issues.

Manage closely!
Build partnerships and optimise solutions in
line with strategic objectives as defined.
Dare to explore / experiment.
Reporting (transparency);
Share projects (non-product related: yards,
local communities & customers);
Share innovation projects (product info).

Authorities,
(local)
government

High

Compliance with laws and regulation
Opportunities for local workers
Safe and environmentally responsible behaviour
Fair working conditions
No fraud/corruption
Respect for local community & rights of indigenous
people.

Keep satisfied.
Anticipate developments, ensure adequate
measures taken timely.
Framework with equivalence SDG & GRI
standards.

Community, NGO

Medium

Safe and environmentally responsible behaviour
Transparency
Investment in local initiatives
Job opportunities
Focus on biodiversity, social impact and
sustainable innovation.

Keep informed.
Open up on what we are doing, our ambitions
in sustainability and on how we conduct our
business.

Work flexibility;
good working conditions;
clear objectives & reward system;
Training, education and growth opportunities;
Proactive approach on sustainability (especially
younger generations).

Show that we are serious on this topic and are
making headway.
Commit to employees that they can engage
with our direction, and can have impact on
results.

Employees

Industry partners

High

Act as a partner
Involvement in innovative ideas
Mutual respect (meeting agreements)
Exchange of knowledge
Share objectives and clearly inform about (future)
requirements (e.g. mandatory certifications).

Position ourselves as digital integrators, based
on life cycle support. Shape partnerships with
relevant suppliers in line with strategic
objectives as defined.

Investors and
financial
institutions

High

Transparency, reliability and availability of
information;
Supply chain involvement;
Appropriate policies and systems in place;
Proactive approach to climate change issues
(product and production processes);
Compliance with their requirements (ESG, IFC,
SA8000).

Framework with equivalences IFC, SDG & GRI
standards;
Share results on sustainability roadmap and
discuss opportunities to improve.
Keep sustainability theme at CEO level.
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Risk & opportunities
With the results of our macro and stakeholder analysis, we have
identified the risks that we need to address in our sustainability
strategy.

Sustainability embedded in the organisation
Risks

Opportunities

•

Damen Image (walk the talk)

•

Demonstrate Damen commitment to sustainability

•

Misalignment between strategic goals and Division

•

Full use of Damen sustainable initiatives in internal/external

objectives (limited progress)
•

Role of all Damen employees in sustainability

communication
•

unclear (no desire to participate)
•

Multiplication of ad hoc initiatives that are not aligned and

employees
•

not used (frustration and lost opportunities)
•

Metrics insufficient to measure performance &

Attractive business to financial organizations and (new)
Higher productivity and motivation through focus on
common goal

•

International compliance

progresses

Sustainable Operations
Risks

Opportunities

•

Misalignment between corporate message and situation

•

Use innovation to motivate employees, think differently

on the yards / worksite

•

Higher productivity and motivation, retain workmanship by

•
•

Reputation damage when local working conditions are not

offering good working conditions

aligned with expectations

•

Attractive company for skilled workers

Investments on sustainable solution for facilities

•

Cost savings by leaner production (less resources used, less

overlooked as priority is given to product (higher impact &
•

waste)

customer demand)

•

Compliance with upcoming Green Deal (EU)

Noncompliance with (international) regulations (fines /

•

International support for use of renewable energies

reputation)

Design for sustainability
Risks
•

Not ready for (upcoming) regulations and customer
demand

•

Divisional or departmental initiatives instead of group
synergy (double work, low learning curve, repeating
errors)

•

Discrepancies between customers looking for new
technologies and customers wanting trusted best
practices and low costs

•

Damen can miss financial support for innovation if we

Opportunities
•

Development of new technologies and markets stimulate
employees

•

Positive image to young (potential) employees and customers

•

Damen products and services ready for the future challenges

•

Investing in new technologies gives unique selling points and
brand recognition

•

Builds trust with the banks & customers with business

•

Strategy aligned with technological developments

don’t commit
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About this report
Damen is a globally operating company with more than 12,000

being restructured at the time of the report (the required data

employees (94.62% with a permanent contract) and

was not supplied in a timely fashion). Our safety data includes

customers all around the world. Our dedicated commercial

our subcontractors and our environmental data includes all

teams focus on specific countries and regions. We build, repair

activities on our sites including Damen employees, our

and service vessels either at our own yards or at our numerous

subcontractors, customers and visitors, in line with Scope 1 and

partner yards around the world. Damen also has civil activities,

2 emissions.

financial services and different maritime related companies
including engineering and parts. Refer to our website for a

During 2020, a major reconstruction of our company took place,

complete overview of the markets we serve. We position

but no disinvestments occurred (our yard in Singapore will

ourselves as an integrator, working closely with our partners

cease activity at the end of 2021, so is fully included in this

and suppliers all around the world.

report).

Damen has been reporting on sustainability for a number of

Reporting process

years, but this report is the first one to be based on our

The Sustainability Report is compiled by a multidisciplinary

sustainability strategy, performances and results. The scope of

team overseen by the Executive Board, more specifically the

this report and of our strategy is based on exchanges with our

COO and the chief counsel, in close cooperation with the CEO.

key stakeholders. Those exchanges with, among others,

The report is made according to the sustainability strategy that

customers, employees representatives, suppliers, financial

was discussed and approved by the CEO in the first part of

organisations, NGOs, and local communities, took place at all

2020. All content has been collected through surveys, online

levels of the organisation, including the highest levels (Executive

reporting tools, meetings and interviews at all levels of the

Board). Our stakeholders are individuals or organisations that

organisation, including at the executive and managing level. The

either have an influence or are influenced by our activities. Our

safety and environmental data are reported on a regular basis

materiality matrix, based on these exchanges, but also on the

to the Executive Board in order to ensure that any mitigation

results of direct surveys and social media campaigns results,

measures that are needed are taken in a timely fashion, safety

has been updated over this period and will be updated regularly,

issues are reported at least monthly or when a high potential

at least every two years (see our material topics in this report

incident occurs. Environmental issues are reported quarterly or

for more information on the last assessment).

when an incident with a potentially significant impact occurs in
line with our internal reporting procedures.

The sustainability report includes only data from companies that

Data is verified by the accountable division before it is handed

are part of the Damen Shipyards Group. It excludes the

over to the Executive Board. Data verification is part of our

Shiprepair and Conversion Division, except for data regarding

internal audit schemes.

safety and environmental performances as the division was
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Notes on the data presented
HR data includes data from our divisions, including all production
locations and other companies, except for the Damen Maritime
Ventures Division where only production yards have reported.
The repair division is excluded, except from the Safety and
Environmental data.
External verification has been arranged with LRQA and is planned
for Q3 2021, due to LRQA planning.

Should you have any questions or suggestions regarding this
report, we would be happy to engage with you and greatly
appreciate any feedback.
Please contact:
Laure Jacquier, Sustainability Manager
Email: Sustainability@Damen.com
Publication date: 30th of June 2021

Disclaimer
Some of the images used in this report are from before the Corona
pandemic. That is why some images has people without a mouth
cap and without sufficient distance.
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Correlation matrix
Materiality

Material topic

wDefinition

Category

Included

Corporate
Governance

The set of principles, entities, structures,
mechanisms, goals etc. used on a managerial
level, aiming to run the business in the interest
of all stakeholders.
Example: Determination of rights and duties of
the Executive Board

Business
practices

Main focus

Business
Integrity

A person's ability to ethically justify their
actions to both others and themself. This
applies to all people working on behalf and in
the interest of the company.
Example: Rejection of attempted bribery

Business
practices

Main focus

Transparency,
Trust and
Reputation

The extent to which the organisation shares
internal information of high interest to the
public, is able to build of trust with its
stakeholders, and keeps up a good reputation.
Example: Disclosure of incident statistics

Business
practices

SDG

Pillar

Reference in
report

Sustainability
embedded in
the
organization
Sustainability
embedded in
the
organization

Responsible
Business
conduct, p96

8,9,17

Sustainability
embedded in
the
organization

Code of
Conduct &
Policies, p110

17

Sustainability
embedded in
the
organization

Key figures, p12

ц

Health and
safety
performances,
p60
KPI on
environmental
performances,
p50

Included in
the report

Risk
Management

An organisation’s way of dealing with
opportunities and risks.
Example: Management of strategic,
compliance, financial and operational risk

Business
practices

Sustainability
embedded in
the
organization

The
sustainability
context, p20
Code of
conduct, p110

Not included
in the report

Indirect
Economic
Impact

The economic influence the business has on
the global economy, countries and places of
operation, and the local workforce working on
behalf and in the interest of the company.
Example: Job creation in provincial areasю

Business
practices

n/a

Not included
in the report

Market Position

The role the company plays in the product and
services market, its sub-markets and niches.
Example: Market share in the highspeed craft
sector

Business
practices

n/a

Included in
the report

Employee
Rights, Health
and Safety

The caretaking of the organisation’s
workforce in terms of their rights and their
actual and potential physical and
psychological integrity, including and
exceeding applicable legal standards.
Example: Conducting internal safety
awareness campaigns

Employees
rights,
health &
safety

3, 8

The creation of a good working atmosphere primarily by eliminating and preventing
discrimination of people based on gender,
physical capability, ethnicity, religion, sexual
identity, sexual orientation or other aspects, and
- if and when required – specifically supporting
minority groups.
Example: Employing people with handicap

Human
rights

5, 3

Included in
the report
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Well-Being
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Sustainable
operations

GRIP
program, p59,
111
Health and
Safety – 0
incident pillar,
p59

Sustainability
embedded in
the
organization

Gender
equality, p42
Health and
Safety, p59
Caring for our
people, p35

Materiality

Material topic

Definition

Category

SDG

Pillar

Reference in
report

Main focus

Employee
Development

Actively providing opportunities to
the staff to expand their personal
horizon, knowledge and practical
experience.
Example: Language classes for
people with migrant background

Employees
rights,
health &
safety

8

Sustainability
embedded in
the
organization

Care for our
people, p35

Not included
in the report

(Local)
Suppliers

Respectful, fair, cooperative and
regular interaction with suppliers,
monitoring of labour conditions as
well as increased contracting with
local suppliers.
Example: No price dictation

Society

Main focus

Product Safety
and Quality

Continuous improvement of product
design, choice of materials,
production processes etc. to increase
the durability and decrease the risk
linked to the product usage.
Example: Installation of safety glass

Quality

ц

n.a

8, 12,
9

Design for
sustainability

Design for
Sustainability, p70
ASRV, p71
Gyrostabilisers
– the key to
distance comfort,
p88

Not included
in the report

Local
Communities

Respectful, fair, cooperative and
regular engagement with citizens
affected by the activities of the
company’s business locations.
Example: Anti-land-grabbing policy

Society

n.a

Not included
in the report

Partnerships

Mutual knowledge transfer, common
target-setting and projects with
external companies, NPOs, NGOs,
(inter)governmental organisations,
research institutions and others.
Example: Alignment to the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals

Society

n.a

Included in
the report

Sustainable
Sourcing

Responsible procurement of raw
materials, supplies and consumables,
considering the ecological and
economic impact of the choice of
materials, extraction and manufacturing
process, scarcity, renewability,
recyclability, transport and other
aspects.
Example: Purchase of recycled steel

Circular
economy

12

Design for
sustainability

Circular Economy,
p82
Circularity into
practice, p86

Main focus

Green
Innovation and
Product Design

Investment in research and
development of future-oriented
technologies, designs, processes etc.
Example: Development of methanolbased propulsions

Innovation

7, 11,
12, 13,
14, 17

Design for
sustainability

Design for
Sustainability, 70

Main focus

Resource
Efficiency and
Product
Lifecycle

Implementation of Cradle to Cradle
models, Life Cycle Assessment and
other principles, methods and
assessments to decrease the
consumption of raw materials,
supplies and consumables, prolong
the product’s lifespan, increase the
recyclability of products, and thereby
shrink the carbon footprint of the
product.
Example: Maintenance, repair, refit,
conversion, decommissioning and
recycling of vessels

Circular
economy

12

Design for
sustainability

Circular economy,
p82
Servitisation – for
life cycle
responsibility,
p84
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Correlation matrix
Materiality

Material
topic

Definition

Category

SDG

Pillar

Reference in report

Energy

Transition from non-renewable and/or
environmentally harmful “grey” to
renewable and/or environmentally
friendly “green” types of energy.
Example: Installation of solar panels on
top of corporate buildings

Innovation

13, 7,
11, 9

Design for
sustainability

Design for 0
emissions, p74

Sustainable
Operations

Innovating for a
sustainable future,
p88

ц
Included in
the report

Not included
in the report

Water Use
and Effluents

Responsible interaction with water as a
common resource including place and
manner of withdrawal, consumption and
disposal.
Example: Water saving initiatives in
water-scarce places of operation

Environmental
management

Included in
the report

Emissions

Reporting, monitoring, management
and reduction of greenhouse gases.
Example: Application of low-emission
pain

Environmental
management

n.a.

13, 11,
9

Design for
sustainability

Sustainable
operations – 0
emissions, p48

Sustainable
Operations

Design for
sustainability – 0
emissions, p70

Main focus

Waste

Management of waste reduction,
separation, recycling and disposal.
Example: Reduction of hazardous waste

Environmental
management

13, 15

Sustainable
Operations

Sustainable
operations – 0
emissions, p48

Included in
the report

Life Below
Water

Protection of aquatic animals and
conservation of biodiversity.
Example: Development of ballast water
treatment systems

Innovation

14

Design for
sustainability

Innovating for a
sustainable future,
p88
Sound and
vibrations, p95
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OCEANS OF POSSIBILITIES
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